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Int er nat i onal Regul at ors’ For um
10-11 October 2016

The digital tr ansform ation of society- the r egulator ’s role
Kindly hosted by the National Bro adcasting and
Telecom m unications Com m ission of Thailand (NBTC)
Solely for senior statutory regulators w ithin the com m unications
sector, the International Regulators’ Forum brings together
leading thinkers and decision m akers from regulatory bod ies to
collaborate on ho w to regulate technology to drive their social,
econo m ic, health and education agendas.

The 47t h Annual Confer ence
“ The IIC i s t he i deal
pl at form for an oper at or
t o have frank and open
exchanges w i t h r egul at or s
and ot her m em ber s of t he
pol icy com m unit y.”
M arkus Reinisch,
Gr oup Public Policy Dir ector ,
Vodafone

12-13 October 2016

Tr ends in Conver ged Com m unicati ons: new tipping points,
new digital policies and str ategies
A m ulti-speaker, tw o-day event, designed to m eet the policy and
strategic needs of over 250 senior executives and public
policy-m akers in the telecom m unication, m edia and technology
spheres. Discussion them es w ill concentrate on the
transform atio ns required across the TM T sector as it transitions
to digital industries and m arkets.

For m or e infor m at ion v i sit : w w w .i icom .org

NEW
S
FROM A ROUND THE GLOBE
POLICY

ITU BROADENS SCOPE

Apupil at aBritish school takespart in a Unicef/BT‘Right Click’ workshop on staying safeon the
internet. ThisApril, thethird Council of EuropeStrategy for theRightsof theChild waslaunched
at aconferencein So!a, Bulgaria, and issaid tobethe!rst timeany major international
organisation hasrecognised therightsof thechild in thedigital environment asapriority.
Thestrategy isat bit.ly/1MUiqxy and the conferencesiteat bit.ly/1npR6fv

REGULATORY REVIEW

EUROPE STILL CENTRE STAGE

The spotlight is still very much on the European Commission’s review of
the regulatory framework for electronic communications. The Commission
has published a summary report on the public consultation on the
framework in which a number of trends are observed, including a ‘vast
majority’ of respondents who consider that the review should be the
opportunity completely to reconsider the universal service regime; some
who consider that the emphasis should be put on service competition
rather than on the underlying infrastructure; and a large group of
respondents say that the institutional set-up at EU level should be revised
to ensure legal certainty and accountability.
An agency that is making a strong recommendation for reform is the
Centre for Regulation on Europe (CERRE), which says: “Europe needs to
abandon its separate legislative silos for the internet, audiovisual media
and electronic communications and replace them with one regulatory
framework for all digital infrastructures and another one for all digital
services, to ensure a level-playing ! eld in the digital value chain.”
It is a‘provocative’ proposal in a study by CERRE, which points out that
a digital service is subject to di" erent rules depending on whether it is
classi! ed under electronic communications, audiovisual media services, or
‘information services’ under the e-commerce directive. Regulation based
on horizontal layers, distinguishing between digital networks and all types
of digital services, should lead to a coherent set of rules, says the report,
which also makes recommendations on network deployment, spectrum,
streamlining digital services regulation, and institutional design for the EU’s
digital ecosystem. CERRE’s report can be downloaded at bit.ly/1MB9o8R
The GSMA has also weighed in with the publication of ‘A new regulatory
framework for the digital ecosystem’, which includes a focus on services
and a ‘technology-agnostic regulatory framework’. See bit.ly/214RQoJ
n The European Commission is consulting on the e-privacy directive
now that the new GDPR(general data protection regulation) has been
approved by the European Parliament. It has issued a form that contains
several questions related to the interplay between the e-privacy directive
and the future GDPR. See bit.ly/1qG3ycv
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The ITU says it has“intensi! ed its e" orts” to ensure
congruent technical innovation and policy
development, addressing “concerns that technology
too often races ahead of policy, with the result that
governance frameworks fall out of step with market
realities”. Challenges to fair market competition may
arise as a result, and legislation may no longer a" ord
adequate protection to consumers, it adds. The work
of ITU study group 3, the standardisation expert group
responsible for economic and policy issues relevant to
telecoms, is broadening its debate on over the top
(OTT) with a view to developing international
standards on OTT messaging, telephony and
streaming services, and the group has also accelerated
its study of mobile ! nancial services.

NEW ZEALAND

REVIEW DECISIONS MADE
New Zealand’s communications minister, Amy
Adams, has announced policy decisions on the
future regulation of telecoms. The key decisions
include moving to a utility style model (with
‘building blocks’ pricing) for regulating wholesale
services on the copper and UFB (ultrafast
broadband) networks; considering ways to better
support competition in the mobile market;
retaining the current ‘unbundling’ requirements to
promote innovation on the UFB network from
2020; and ruling out any changes to the regulation
of broadcasting infrastructure. “ Digital
convergence means the broadcasting sector is
facing more competition than ever at both the
retail and network level, so doesn’t warrant any
regulatory intervention at this stage,” says Adams.
The announcement builds on the release of the
‘Regulating communications for the future’
discussion document last year. For more details
see mbie.govt.nz/telcoreview

INTERNET OF THINGS

FEW SPECIAL NEEDS
BEREC, the body of European regulators, has
published a report, ‘Enabling the internet of things’,
in view of the European digital single market review.
It considers that “in general, no special treatment of
IoT services and/or M2M communication is necessary,
except for the following areas: roaming, switching
and number portability”. With regard to privacy,
BEREC sees the need for a “careful evolution” – but not
an entire overhaul – of the existing EU
data protection rules. The report can be downloaded
at bit.ly/1MB6mkY
w w w.iicom .org

EVENTS
18 May, Miami
IIC Regional Regulators’ Forum

UNITED KINGDOM

OFCOM’S REVIEW : INITIAL CONCLUSIONS
The ! rst conclusions from UK
regulator Ofcom’s strategic review of
digital communications, its ten year
review and a possible landmark in
national reform, have stopped short of
forcing BT to spin o" its wholesale
arm, Openreach. But it must open up
its network of poles and tunnels to
allow rivals to build their own ! bre
networks, and needs to change to
take its own investment decisions.
Tougher rules on faults and repairs
are also promised, and “Ofcom will
work with the government to deliver a
new universal right to fast, a" ordable
broadband for every household and
business in the UK. We also intend to
place new obligations in future
spectrum licences to improve rural
mobile coverage.” Ofcom has also
insisted that Openreach must install
high speed business lines more
quickly, and is planning to open up
BT’s network more by giving access to
the company’s‘dark ! bre’.

The UK government has published a
response that agrees with Ofcom’s
view that the “current relationship
between BT and Openreach will not
deliver the country’s needs for more
competition, better innovation and
better service”.
A critical commentary by
consultancy Communications
Chambers says that the review “is not,
in fact, a digital communications
review. Rather attention is focused
further down the stack on ducts, poles
and ! bre. Software is eating the world,
but this is a report about plumbing...
without thinking about services it’s
hard to assess future demand, or even
the signi! cance of any current
broadband problems.”
n Ofcom has published a spectrum
sharing framework that sets out an
approach to “systematically review
opportunities for spectrum sharing”,
and has also asked for input on
3.8-4.2 GHz as a candidate band.

INTERNET

FRAGMENTATION IN
THE SPOTLIGHT

A paper released by internet luminaries
at the World Economic Forum addresses
concerns that the internet is in some
danger of splintering or breaking up into
loosely coupled islands of connectivity.
‘Internet fragmentation: an overview’,
which includes Vint Cerf as one of the
three authors, details three types of
fragmentation – technical, governmental
and commercial – and identi!es a ‘top
ten’ set of cases that are fairly pressing or
at least worth keeping a close watch
on, or worth examining in greater detail,
or that are potentially amenable to
progress through multi-stakeholder
dialogue and collaboration. While
not urgent, the authors say “there are
challenges accumulating which, if left
unattended, could chip away to varying
degrees at the internet’s enormous
capacity to facilitate human progress”.
The paper is available at bit.ly/1ZPHVkn

w w w.iico m .org

BROADBAND

FCCUNVEILS
CONSUMERLABELS
TheUSFederal Communications
Commission(FCC) hasannounced
newbroadbandlabelsthat aim
toprovideconsumersof mobile
and!xedbroadbandinternet
serviceswitheasytounderstand
informationabout priceand
performance. Thelabelswill have
pricepoints, includingvarious
chargesthat seemconfusing
toconsumerslikecoverage,
equipment, earlytermination
andadministrativefees; data
allowances; andbroadbandspeed
andother performancemetrics.
Theactual pricespaidfor
broadband-relatedservicescan
beasmuchas40%greater than
advertisedafter taxesandfees
areaddedtoabill, accordingto
consumer complaintstotheFCC.
Thenewlabelscanbedownloaded
at fcc.us/20ynPwP

19-20 May, Miami
IICTelecommunications and Media
Forum (TMF)
29 May-10 June, Botswana
African Internet Summit
29 June-1 July, Shanghai
Mobile World Congress
10-14 October, Bangkok
IIC Communications Policy and
Regulation Week 2016
14-17 November, Bangkok
ITU Telecom World 2016

IN BRIEF
HEALTH CHECK

The US Federal Trade Commission
has created a web-based tool for
developers of health-related mobile
applications, designed to help them
understand what federal laws and
regulations might apply to their
apps. See 1.usa.gov/1Mbm1Yj

ERGA’S REPORTS
The European Regulators Group for
Audiovisual Media Services (ERGA)
has released a statement on the
necessity of independent media,
and a report on the independence of
national regulators. Also published
is a report on the protection of
minors in a converged environment.
More at bit.ly/1Vb8frq

MONEY STREAM
A massive rise in earnings from
streaming services helped reverse
almost 20 years of declining global
music revenues last year as money
from digital formats overtook
physical sales for the !rst time, trade
association IFPI reports.

GOVERNANCE AIM
The Council of Europe Committee of
Ministers has adopted an internet
governance strategy for 2016-19,
which aims“to tackle the challenges
to human rights, democracy and the
rule of law in the rapidly evolving
online environment”.

TRENDS REPORT
The ITU has published ‘Trends in
telecommunication reform 2016’,
the latest edition of its report that
rounds up ICT policy and regulatory
trends. See bit.ly/20NkE4B
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I I C EVENTS

OUT OF A FRICA
The IIC’s TMF in Sout h A frica p roved t o be a t horoug h exam inat ion of all
t he sup p ly and d em and sid e issues t est ing regulat ors on t he cont inent

T

he IIC’s Telecommunications and Media
Forum (TMF) in Johannesburg debated what
constitutes best practice policy and regulator y
decision making across Africa. Each day began
wit h a keynote address from Sout h African deputy
ministers and the event was supported by the
Independent Communications Authority of South
Africa (ICASA) and sponsored by Microsoft, MTN,
Multichoice and Vodafone.

THEBROADBANDLANDSCAPE
Professor Hlengiwe Mkhize, deputy minister of
Telecommunications and Postal Services, set the
scene on the opening day where t he focus was on
infrastructure, funding and supply side issues with
affordable, sustainable access recognised as a key
development goal.
The ﬁrst panel session picked up on t he t heme of
broadband rollout and how Africa’s broadband
strategy is developing. Charley Lewis, senior lecturer
at the Link Centre, University of t he Witwatersrand,
noted that in Johannesburg t here is a lot of ﬁbre
infrastructure activity – t here’s clearly a
connectivity revolution
taking place but it’s
Our b ig g est challeng e
taking place in t he
is act ually in hum an
af ﬂuent suburbs, he said,
which is presenting Sout h
d evelo p m ent and
Africa’s Universal Access
t hat is w hat ’s st alling
and Service Agency with a
p ro g ram m es all over
big challenge.
Alphonzo Samuels,
t he cont inent .
managing director,
Openserve, the recently
established wholesale broadband operation of the
incumbent operator, Telkom, showed how a lot of
wealt h and infrastructure in Sout h Africa is
concentrated in certain urban areas, and “what
we seem to forget is there’s a rural village in the
Eastern Cape where you will very quickly notice
there are no cellphone towers, no electricity, no
visible roads and t hat is really where the challenge
is.” But it is not just connectivity – the price of data
comes down greatly for customers who have
contracts but those who don’t could be paying up
to ten times more to get access to the same amount
of bandwidth.
Samuels spoke about the need to plan for t he best
technology mix, for electricity supplies, and for
regulator y certainty in areas such as spectrum, and
he made a case for the separation of wholesale and
service providers, for the availability of low cost
devices and for t he development of local content. He
ended by saying it would be a sad day if in ﬁ ve year’s
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time he was still showing a slide highlighting
the divide between up-market urbanites and
rural villages.
Thabiso Thukani, who runs government and
industr y relations for Ericsson’s Sub-Saharan Africa
division, noted t hat it is promising that as of 2015,
about 150 countries had put in place some form of
national broadband policy or strategy. “But we also
need to look at the quality of these broadband
policies: are they implementable?” he asked, adding
that there are good examples of how to combine
broadband and regulator y policy wit h minimal
government intervention, such as in Germany,
which released sub-1 GHz digital dividend spectrum
wit h conditions to cover rural areas. France is also
a good example of a countr y wit h poor rural
provision where similar digital dividend goals are
proving to be successful.
The next panellist, Thari Pheko, chief executive
of t he Botswana Communications Regulator y
Authority, noted that his countr y is about the size
of France, but the population is only two million.
He echoed many of the points about South Africa,
but said ever y village is at least covered with a base
station although 3G coverage is mainly limited to
cities and large villages. Botswana, he said, has set
up its own wholesale ﬁ bre backbone provider,
BoFiNet, but the issue of last mile connectivity is a
big one. “We cannot just be the consumers of the
technology – I think we need to ensure that we are
manufacturing some of these t hings t hat may be
more compatible to the environment that we are
in,” he said of t he challenges in providing ICT,
noting though that universal service funds are
important. As for the role of t he regulator, he said:
“I think the regulator is simply a facilitator of
business, nothing more, nothing less.”
Alison Gillwald, director of Research ICT Africa,
rounded off the session, conﬁrming t hat it is no
longer helpful just to look at infrastructure as
purely a supply side issue. “Our biggest challenge is
actually in human development and t hat is what’s
stalling programmes all over the continent,” she
said. Gillwald also noted that global players,
particularly those that have internet services, are
raising issues not previously in the domain of
national regulators and traditional telecoms-style
policy may not be adequate and could undermine
innovation. This means recognising the critical
nature of content in development, and also
breaking down silos between government agencies
so that the added value of content can be recognised
in policy and regulation, rather t han a narrow focus
on broadband infrastructure, which in turn may be
w w w.iicom .org
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favouring ﬁxed line access over mobility. Gillwald
said that t here is hardly any part of current plans in
South Africa t hat could not beneﬁt from a different
‘mindset’ and to be war y of uncritically applying
models in other countries, both in the developed
world and elsewhere in Africa, where conditions
such as private investment and competitive and
legal frameworks may be ver y different.

HOMINGINONACCESS
Bearing in mind the need to balance supply and
demand, the forum examined affordability and
access issues in more depth. Envir Fraser from
Convergence Partners said signiﬁ cant progress has
been made in Africa – one million kilometres of
ﬁ bre has been laid and is now wit hin 10 kilometres
of at least 170 million Africans, which is double
the capacity from just ﬁve years ago. He noted that
much consolidation is taking place in t he internet
broadband ecosystem, with infrastructure players
becoming service providers and vice versa, and
ot her sectors such as ﬁ nancial services and global
over the top (OTT) players entering the mix.
Brahim Ghribi, director of government and
public affairs, Middle-East, Turkey and Africa, at
Alcatel-Lucent, spoke about the massive move
towards cloud computing and demand from users,
in which the network needs to adapt to the user,
not t he other way around. He questioned those who
say that it’s not mainly a ‘money issue’ – huge
amounts do need to be invested in infrastructure,
but today there are different players and investors
working to different payback timetables, and
ﬁ nding the right model, usually involving some
form of public-private partnership, is complex and
not readily transferable among countries.
Mike Silber, head of legal and commercial at
Liquid Telecom, an African operator, homed in on
affordability as key to accessing the internet – “If
people have to choose between food and YouTube
they’re not going to go with the internet,” he said.
He outlined ways his ﬁrm keeps costs low, such as
using government buildings to site equipment,
lowering labour and equipment costs by deploying
more simple WiFi rather t han 3G, and partnering
with ﬁbre operators t hat have unused capacity.

DIGITALMIGRATION
The next day was launched wit h a speech by deputy
minister for communications, Stella NdabeniAbrahams, addressing the digital divide and t he
transition to digital. Emeka Mba, t hen director
general of Nigeria’s National Broadcasting
Commission, spoke about regulator y and policy
issues concerning protecting free to air broadcasting
as digital switchovers stimulate pay TV, and also
how to provide content on digital platforms that
will encourage uptake. Nigeria, he said, is
establishing standards for a range of free to air
digital devices, and not just set-top boxes, and wants
to ensure a wide range of broadcasters have a stake.
“What we hope to do is use t he digital switchover as
a driver to push more people into the digital
ecosystem because for us in Nigeria and I think in
large parts of Africa, information is critical.”
w w w.iico m .org

Fromtop: thepanel onbroadcastingdisruption; delegatesat their tables; networking at lunch
Thari Pheko from Botswana, who also took part in
the session, noted that a key factor is delay in the
release of digital dividend from spectrum, because
coordination with neighbouring countries is
needed to avoid interference. André Hoffmann from
Link Africa, a ﬁ bre operator, sounded a word of
caution about moving too fast by buying in
equipment from developed countries that could
then be based on outdated standards and “vested
interests”, and that analogue still has a useful life.
Willington Ngwepe, chief operating ofﬁcer at
ICASA, noted t hat his countr y had missed t he 2015
deadline for its digital switchover, but said that
the DTT (digital terrestrial television) network is
ready once various policy and litigation issues have
been resolved. He outlined a number of regulator y
areas and priorities, such as releasing digital
dividend spectrum. Alison Gillwald made the point
that “content has been the make or break of DTT”
and that “broadcasting is an issue of social and
political policy” – which can be lost amid all the
technical discussions.
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SPECTRUMFUTURES
Kas Kalba, founder of consultancy Kalba
International, kicked off the spectrum discussion by
noting that experience from auctions shows that t he
value of spectrum is not always rising, and that
unexpected things can happen in auctions. He
cautioned against holding large auctions, as timing
may be wrong, and to construct rules “on a broad
range of eventualities and not just on the latest
in-vogue auction method”. Mortimer Hope, from
GSMA Africa, described factors affecting valuations,
when auctions are worth holding and how to
encourage participation – and avoid “embarrassing
outcomes”. Ntsibane Ntlatlapa, networks and media
competency area manager, Council for Scientiﬁc and
Industrial Research, added more detail on valuing
spectrum, the possibility of having a secondar y
spectrum pool, and using dynamic spectrum
assignment. He said using new tools could allow
countries to release some digital dividend spectrum
without waiting for it all to be cleared. Nkateko
Nyoka, chief ofﬁcer, legal and regulatory, at
Vodacom, spoke about needing to consolidate
markets that have become overcrowded with
operators in the absence of clear regulatory
frameworks. And consultant William Stucke,
previously an ICASA councillor, developed the
discussion on dynamic spectrum and mentioned a
world leading TV white space trial in Cape Town.

DISRUPTIONINBROADCASTING...
The TMF moved on to examine t he broadcasting
sector in more depth. Envir Fraser pointed out that
as digital TV takes hold large players could end up
by dominating despite the promise for smaller
ﬁ rms, while Keith Weeks from MultiChoice
described the wide landscape of providers now
competing for viewers’ eyes across all platforms, and
he sees a ver y disruptive and competitive future for
television. George Sarpong, from Ghana’s National
Media Commission, said that OTT is not yet
becoming a big factor in countries such as his owing
to internet costs and, also in Ghana, broadcasters do
not have the resources to build digital platforms
so a shared one is being built as a public-private
partnership. But that does raise the issue of who
controls the platform and who is responsible for
legal aspects of content. Nadia Bulbulia from the
National Association of Broadcasters, made a
number of points – about t he monetisation of new
services and lack of access for many Africans,
possible regulation of OTT, including classiﬁcation
of content, and the importance of maintaining
public service broadcasting.

...ANDDISRUPTIVEAPPLICATIONS
Daddy Mukadi Bujitu, chief regulator y ofﬁcer, Airtel
Africa, raised a host of questions about new apps
and services running across networks such as his –
privacy, taxes, child safety and more, and he said he
didn’t envy t he regulator’s job in tr ying to balance
new services with traditional operator rules. Joe
Heshu, public policy lead for Uber in Africa, said:
“For better or worse Uber has become t he poster
child for disruption,” but went on to explain how
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Top: thewelcomingcommitteefor delegates; morenetworkinginaction
his company is mindful of making an economic contribution to local
economies, t hat data protection is well taken care of, and t hat Uber
sees it as ver y important to engage regulators to show that such
innovation is positive. Chris Evans, from PCCW Global, an OTT video
player, spoke about the need to keep network costs low if content
aimed at poorer consumers is to succeed, and he also called for faster
progress in privacy and child safety regulation. Themba Wakashe, CEO
of South Africa’s Film and Publication Board, talked about a new
strategy for the board that involves Pan-African content classiﬁcation,
co-regulation and digital literacy campaigns.

INFORMATIONSOCIETY
The TMF took in t he wider perspective of the World Summit on the
Information Society (WSIS) and development. Megan Richards from
DG Connect at t he European Commission spoke about sustainable
business models and capacity building, while Anne-Rachel Inné, of
ICANN, added context on local language content on the internet and
the role of education, and Andrew Chakhoyan, director of government
relations at Vimpelcom, wanted the forum to appreciate t he enabling
contribution of the telecoms industr y, the power of its partnerships
wit h governments and NGOs, and the way operators can help small
businesses to grow. Miriam Altman, head of strategy at Telkom,
mentioned challenges for alignment of public ﬁnancing in ICT and
ot her areas such as healt h and education in Sout h Africa, and called
for more emphasis on outcomes. And Mmamoloko Kubayi, chair of
South Africa’s portfolio telecoms committee, said it is important that
ICT is presented to politicians as a way to address inequality.

THEDIGITALREVOLUTION
The TMF’s ﬁnal session was a far-ranging discussion that pulled
together all the preceding themes and more, relating t hem to
regulation. One speaker made the point that a complex, converging
ICT ecosystem needs converged policy and oversight – the regulator is
caught in t he middle between government and consumers and would
beneﬁt greatly from an integrated national policy so as to manage a
sector that deﬁnitely requires more regulator y certainty.
w w w.iicom .org

OBI TUARI ES

FRIENDS DEPA RTED
The IIC says goodbye to two highly inﬂuent ial people in t he TMT sphere

Pierre Braillard
The IIC recently lost one of its elder statesmen,
Pierre Braillard, and I lost a dear friend. Pierre was
95 years young when he slipped away on 5 April.
He was a loyal and ardent supporter of t he IIC and
the French national chapter.
Pierre was a proud French national who ﬁrmly
believed in la relève, or mentoring. To that end,
he involved university students or young
professionals in IIC activities, and in 2003 he
founded t he IIC afﬁliated International Association
of Young Communications Professionals. In his
career, Pierre had beneﬁ ted from two important
mentors, Ambroise Roux (CEO of CGE) and
Maurice Ponte (CEO of Thomson-CSF) and was
determined to continue that personal tradition.
Pierre was an engineer by profession. His career
included positions in broadcasting, publishing
and telecoms – he was especially strong in
electronics, on radar (and the war effort) and in
radio and broadcasting. He loved, above all, to read
and write and to expand his horizons. He relished
meeting people and made a point of having
friends from different countries and cultures. The
IIC provided Pierre with a unique international
window to explore the communications world and
to undertake various projects. He enjoyed writing

Lord Briggs of
Lewes (Asa Briggs)
died in March this
year, aged 94. He
was not only one
of Britain’s leading
historians and a
pioneer of adult education, but was
one of the founding fathers of the
IICwhen it was !rst set up in 1968 as
the International Broadcast Institute.
He remained a trustee of the IIC until
his death.
Asa Briggs helped to found the
University of Sussex, where he was
professor of history and became its
vice-chancellor, and also the Open
University, where he was chancellor.
But in the !eld of media and
communications he is best known
for his work on the history of British
broadcasting. His !ve volume The
History of Broadcasting in the United
Kingdom, which was commissioned
by the BBC, was published over more
w w w.iicom .org

PierreBraillard,
picturedat an IIC
event inSingapore
in2012

up detailed summaries of IIC meetings which he
then distributed to members. He was particularly
interested in the impact of new modes of
communication, such as the internet, on children.
He loved to share his knowledge wit h children, who
rewarded him with their admiration.
Pierre enjoyed telling stories and often he was t he
stor y himself. At times, when asked what book he
had read associated wit h a stor y, he responded that
he had not read the stor y but had lived it.
I met Pierre t hrough my position with Orange
and through IIC activities. He was always positive,
loved life until the end and never complained.
Pierre was a wonderful friend and I shall miss
him dearly.
Veronique Desbois

Asa Briggs
than 30 years from 1961 to 1995.
What he was most interested in
was social and cultural change – very
much the underpinning of the IIC’s
work – saying broadcasting was“in the
forefront of social and cultural changes
which it both registers and in"uences”.
In his third volume of collected
essays – Serious Pursuits:
Communications and Education
– published in 1991 he refers to
his position as honorary research
projects chairman of the IIC and he
was instrumental in the creation of a
series of case studies on broadcasting
systems. In the study of Japan,
published in 1978, Asa refers, in
the foreword, to the changes in
broadcasting structures that he saw
then, and went on to comment:
“Many of these structuresreveal
themselves asextremely complex.
The more governments set out to

chart and carry through conscious
‘communications policies’ – often related
directly to their planning policies– the
more they are compelled to consider the
relationship of ‘traditional’ modesof
communication to new technologies.”
This was written over 35 years ago...
In his essay Asa also refers to
Intermedia:
“A communications magazine
which set out to serve many of the
purposes, including the discipline
of interdisciplinarity, to which I am
committed. I loved the title.”
He notes that the IIC’s research
programme was mainly policy
orientated, looking at “changes
in communicationsstructuresand
technologies – and their in!uence on
attitudes– and a large scale study
of the global and regional ‘!ow’ of
information”.
These remain the heart of the IIC to
this day.
Andrea Millwood-Hargrave
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W it h ULF PEHRSSON, Ericsson’s head
of governm ent and indust ry relat ions
Q WHATISYOURBACKGROUND?
A I’ve been at Ericsson for 15 years but before that
I had a long spell at Sweden’s ministr y for foreign
affairs as a diplomat dealing primarily wit h trade
policy, exports and investment promotion, working
in our embassies and so on. At Ericsson I also work
mainly in t he ﬁeld of government affairs and trade
policy for the company.

Q YOUARENOTALAWYER...
A No – in an operator there’s a high chance
someone in my position would be a lawyer as t hose
ﬁrms are heavily regulated. But Ericsson is a
technology company and in fact my group is part
of our sales organisation. So my role is much
concerned with advocating for t he conditions that
will grow the market where we see ourselves as
market leaders and developers. Regulation and
policy are of course crucial in our industr y and
we are spending even more time on policy, in
particular, because ICT is becoming t he platform
of innovation for all sectors of society and for all
economies. Looking
back at my time in
W e are alread y seeing
Ericsson we have focused
so m e count ries such as
on traditional supply
side issues, making sure
t he US p ushing ahead
conditions for telecoms
w it h b and s t hat are no t
network investment are
there, such as spectrum,
ag reed b y t he ITU.
as well as general
policies for free and
open trade. These are no less important today but
we now need to broaden more our scope on t he
demand side.

Q HOWDOYOUSUMMARISETHEMOSTIMPORTANT
ISSUESTODAY?
A Our starting point is that we are a global
company operating in 180 countries. The European
Union today is only 20% of our revenues although
we continue to base much of our R&D in Europe. In
fact we are soon adding 2,000 more engineers based
in Poland to our 14,000 strong R&D workforce here.
Their focus is on mobile technology. We spend a lot
of effort on pushing to free up more frequencies
for mobile both in the short and long term, in
particular now with 5G, and in promoting the need
for harmonised global spectrum and standards on
which t he mobile industry has been built. We need
8 Int erMEDIA | A pril 20 16 Vol 4 4 Issue 1

global scale to achieve interoperability, accessibility
and affordability in mobile technologies. We are also
now busy in areas such as IP networks, television
and the internet of things (IoT). Our new
partnerships with Cisco and ot her ﬁrms will be
crucial. This highlights how important policies on
the demand side are now, and we are actively
involved in key issues such as data protection and
cross-border data ﬂows. On our traditional area of
global trade we have had recent success with the
expansion of t he Information Technology
Agreement (ITA) at t he World Trade Organization
(WTO) last December, which will lead to the
elimination of tariffs for about 200 ICT related
products. That has been a top priority for us.

Q HOWDOYOUSEETHECURRENTSTATEOFPLAYIN
SPECTRUM, FOLLOWINGWRC-15?
A There is mixed news for us here. WRC-15 [the
World Radiocommunication Conference held last
November] opened up globally harmonised 4G
frequencies, and we have been successful in opening
up the 700 MHz band globally, which is extremely
important to network rollouts, particularly in rural
areas. But alt hough the conference did take more
steps in addressing 5G spectrum, there was a lot of
caution about even studying new bands for the next
generation. We would have liked to see something
more ambitious, alt hough overall I feel that so far
governments have been relatively successful in
freeing up new spectrum resources. It’s just that this
is probably one of t he fastest moving industries in
the world, so the challenge for regulators is to keep
up with that speed.

Q WHATDOESTHISMEANFORDECISION-MAKING
ABOUT5GSPECTRUM?
A We would like to see more rapid agreement on
globally harmonised spectrum bands for 5G but the
hesitancy by most governments at the ITU level
means that we are already seeing some countries
such as the US pushing ahead with bands t hat are
not yet agreed by t he ITU. The chair of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), Tom Wheeler,
has recently said that the US will lead in 5G and
allocate spectrum faster t han any nation on the
planet, and we t hink this sets a good example.
However, there is still a big void between 6 GHz and
20 GHz, which will be key bands if we are to see an
early launch of 5G in the early 2020s. There is also a
w w w.iicom .org
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collapse of the US-Europe safe harbour agreement,
and the negotiation of the new privacy shield, details
of which were issued at the end of Februar y, but
there are many questions about how t his necessar y
agreement will be implemented. For us, the most
challenging policies concern data protection and
cross-border data ﬂ ows as we see data and its
handling now becoming t he source of innovation in
many industries and we do not want to see such
‘data-driven innovation’ held back.

Q WHATINPARTICULARAREYOUMOSTCONCERNED
WITHONDATAHANDLING?
A We have been leading an industr y coalition on

need for better use for lower bands, such as 600 MHz,
which t he US is already auctioning now in its
incentive auction. I’m happy to see the European
Commission focusing too on the 700 MHz band and
below. The FCC is also looking at 28 GHz for 5G, a
band not yet identiﬁed by the ITU. We see t hat
spectrum requirements for 5G are not only about
high download speeds by consumers but also a broad
range of industrial uses such as in IoT to deliver low
latency and also serve many more device types with
long batter y lives. At present, we see t hat by 2021,
95% of mobile subscriptions in Europe will be 4G. By
then 5G will have launched globally with 150 million
or so users primarily in t he US and east Asia. Ericsson
is already working wit h some 20 operators on 5G and
we expect more countries to follow t he lead of the US
– we can’t afford to be late and miss the opportunities
of 5G. I think what we need to do is a better job of
explaining the technology and where t he market is
going. I am optimistic that we will see better steps
towards spectrum harmonisation on t he way to t he
next WRC in 2019, but it is clear we cannot rely
entirely on t he ITU. We recognise too that there has to
be a balance with t he interests of satellite operators,
broadcasters and others.

Q WHATARETHEDEMANDSIDEPOLICIESYOUAREMOST
CONCERNEDWITHATPRESENT?
A There are a number of interlinked issues such as
internet governance, where we ver y much support
the multi-stakeholder governance model, and net
neutrality, where in the European negotiations, for
example, we have been fairly successful in helping to
explain the needs of different industries for so-called
specialised services, ensuring the role of operators in
running t heir networks to secure a high quality
experience for users. Cybersecurity and privacy are
critical too – we feel that the European Commission’s
cybersecurity initiative is good and we need to
understand that security is a multi-stakeholder issue
that has to be integrated into ever ything we do and
must be a continuous process. It’s a question of trust
– and inevitably it is becoming more complex. It’s not
just about securing voice and data communications
but about connectivity in all industries as IoT markets
take off around the world. There has also been the
w w w.iicom .org
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putting for ward evidence for t he European general
data protection regulation (GDPR). However, we were
not as successful at t he ﬁnal stage as we would have
liked. One issue is that in the data handling chain it
is ver y important we are clear about t he respective
roles of t he actors in t he chain – one group are t he
controllers and anot her the processors of data. The
old directive did separate these roles but t he GDPR
has t he notion of joint liability, which we are not in
favour of as it creates uncertainty. The other issue is
the sanctions, which we feel are excessive, as breaches
could cost 4% of global turnover. But we are two years
away from implementation so there may still be
mitigating efforts.

Q HOWDOYOUSEETHEOVERALLCLIMATEFORPOLICY
ANDREGULATIONINEUROPEANDELSEWHERE?
A I see it as about breaking down silos and removing
barriers to what we call the network society and the
‘fourth industrial revolution’, as discussed for example
at the last World Economic Forum in Davos. We
advocate for light touch regulation that should move
to ex post, as in other business sectors, not losing sight
of the fact that regulation
is a means to an end,
W e need t o d o a b et t er
which should be boosting
investment and innovation.
job o f exp laining t he
In turn regulators need to
t echno log y and w here
move from just being a
‘referee’ in a game of
t he m ar ket is g oing .
players where you say who
gets what in terms of
beneﬁts and costs to a
position where the regulator has a much broader set of
tools that play to ICT as a platform for society. It is clear
that telecoms investments in Europe have not been on
a par with the US and the European digital single
market strategy must take this into account.
On a global level, we see the message about the
underpinning role of ICT being stressed in forums
such as the UN Broadband Commission, which my
CEO is a member of, and which says national
broadband plans need to extend well beyond the ICT
ministry to all sectors of government. A new World
Bank report, ‘Digital dividends’, also has this theme.
Some countries are moving faster than others and
some emerging nations are able to leapfrog developed
ones in technology and adoption of ICT. But we need to
recognise that achieving the overall ICT vision is more
easier said than done.
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FRIENDLY FOES
How can net work operat ors and service providers set t le value for t heir wares
in a converg ed world, w here services are net w ork agnost ic? SUMIT SHA RMA
present s a bargaining fram ework t hat could unit e all players in a ‘game’

I

n my previous article in Intermedia (September
2015) I focused on the regulator y and competitive
consequences of increasing inter-modal (or
horizontal) competition among converging
communication infrastructures (based on copper,
ﬁ bre, coax cable and radio spectrum) on ex ante
regulation of communication networks. This
convergence of communication networks is one
consequence of t he development of IP (internet
protocol) networks. Another is that networks
and services are no longer tied to each other,
ie. a network does not specialise in providing a
particular service. Instead, content and service
provision is network agnostic – similar services can
be provided over all networks. This also means that
the provision of services is no longer restricted to
ﬁ rms that operate communication infrastructure.
This article analyses the regulator y and
competitive consequences of the interdependence
between network operators and IP service providers
that drives demand and supply in ECMs (electronic
communication markets). This interdependence is
driven by two key facts:
l Subscriber demand for access to broadband (or IP)
networks is ‘derived’, ie. based on the demand for
services provided over these networks rather t han
the networks t hemselves. In particular it is driven
by supply of a wide variety, high-quality services
beyond those directly provided by network
operators, such as voice.
l It is important for IP service providers to be able
to reach as many broadband (or IP) network
subscribers as possible. This is because IP service
providers earn revenues from user subscriptions
and/or advertising targeted at these users.
It is the combination of networks and services
that creates joint value for end-users. I start my
analysis from a blank slate (ie. a market with no
regulation) and t he factors that would determine
outcomes in t his world. This is useful to understand
if and when regulation may be required on a
for ward looking basis and the potential
consequences of existing regulation.
Absent any regulation, network operators and IP
service providers would bargain on how to split t he
joint value they create. The outcome of this
commercially negotiated process would reﬂ ect the
relative bargaining positions or market power of
the negotiating ﬁrms. I use a Nash bargaining
framework to explore t he bargaining factors that
determine outcomes in this complex dynamic of
interdependence to produce joint value and
competition for a share of the joint value.
10 Int erMEDIA | A p ril 20 16 Vol 4 4 Issue 1

THENASHBARGAININGFRAMEWORK
The seminal work by John Forbes Nash in 1950
considers bilateral bargaining between a buyer
and seller, each with some market power.1 This
bargaining game is characterised by distinct
components which include:
1 Actors or players
2 Possible actions of t hese actors or players
3 The payoffs for each outcome/agreement t hat t he
game can take
4 The information sets available to each actor or
player.
Following Nash, a stable equilibrium to this
negotiating setting can arise where both parties
respond to each ot her wit h their ‘best response’
(ie. each party maximises its own gains given its
expectations of the ot her parties’ actions and thus
has no incentive to deviate from the ‘best response’).
Nash shows t hat under
relatively simple
A b sent reg ulat io n,
assumptions, t his means
o p erat o r s and IP
that the players will
maximise the difference
serv ice p rov id ers
between the payoffs of
w o uld b arg ain o n
reaching an agreement
how t o sp lit v alue.
and the payoffs of not
reaching an agreement.
As such, the value to the
parties of agreement relative to non-agreement
determines the bargaining power and hence the
division of any surplus (or joint value) created by
reaching an agreement.
I consider t he four bargaining components in the
context of the current game – the interaction
between network operators and IP service providers.

ACTORSORPLAYERS
The relevant players in the ECM game are network
operators and IP service providers. I deﬁ ne these
players as follows:
l Network operators supply physical connectivity
to end users – an IP/broadband pipe – and some
services over t hese networks such as voice and,
increasingly, media services.
l IP service providers deliver services using these
broadband pipes and usually do not own and/or run
broadband access networks. IP service providers can
offer a range of services such as communication and
information sharing services (Skype, FaceTime,
WhatsApp etc.); audio and video entertainment
services (Netﬂix, YouTube, Spotify, Apple Music etc.);
and a plethora of other services offered by internet
platforms (Google, Facebook, Amazon etc.).
w w w.iicom .org
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Both network operators and IP service providers
enjoy a degree of market power. This market power
is based on control of ‘infrastructure inputs’
(usually by network operators) and ‘digital inputs’
(usually by IP service providers):
l ‘Infrastructure inputs’ include various
network inputs required to run an electronic
communications network. These network inputs
include passive and active elements. The passive
elements can include ducts/poles, ﬁbre, copper,
coaxial cables and radio spectrum; and the active
elements can include electronics to control and
transmit IP data over ﬁ bre, copper or coaxial cable.
In addition buildings (exchanges) and cabinets are
required to store the electronic equipment.
l ‘Digital inputs’ include proprietar y expertise (like
search and pricing algorithms), resources (like
computer and data scientists), user generated data
(like search and browsing histor y, device location)
and media content (user generated and
professionally produced content).
Infrastructure and digital inputs have different
characteristics in terms of the pace of development,
availability, scalability, network effects and upfront
costs (see box overleaf). These differences are
reﬂected in the degree of market power provided by
these inputs:
l On the one hand, the faster pace of development
(for example of algorithms compared wit h physical
access networks), availability (digital inputs are
w w w.iico m .org

non-rivalrous in use), and low upfront investment
for digital inputs compared wit h infrastructure
inputs may mean t hat digital inputs are easier to
acquire and t hat IP services are relatively more
contestable compared with network services. This
means t hat entr y and exit by ﬁrms is easier.
l On the other hand, t he ability to scale digital
inputs globally (compared with regionally or
nationally for network inputs) and exploit a ﬁrst
mover advantage and network effects at the
company level (compared
wit h at the industr y level
Mar ket p ow er is
for network inputs) may
mean that particular
b ased o n cont rol
digital inputs are not be
of inf rast ruct ure
easily replicable. These
factors mean that some
inp ut s and d ig it al
IP service providers may
inp ut s.
have substantial market
power (at least
temporarily).
The availability and control of digital and/or
infrastructure inputs are important determinants of
the possible actions and outside options of network
operators and IP service providers (outside options
are ot her options available to t he players in case of
non-agreement between any two players). And these
possible actions and outside options will be
important determinants of the bargaining power of
these two players.
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POSSIBLEACTIONS(ACCESSTOINPUTSAND
OUTSIDEOPTIONS)
Access to di git al and infrast r uctur e i nputs
As discussed above, in a Nash bargaining
framework, t he lower the value lost due to a
non-agreement the stronger the party’s bargaining
power. In a bilateral bargaining framework between
a network operator and IP service provider, the
ability to start offering services provided by the
ot her party (expand into the other’s ‘territor y’) will
be an important determinant of bargaining power.
This is because it reduces t he loss due to nonagreement (assuming no outside options for t he
moment). The extent to which a network operator
or IP service provider is able to expand its scope of
operations and offer services provided by the ot her
party will depend on its access to digital and
infrastructure inputs.
For example, if a network operator and Skype
disagree on transmission terms, t he network
operator can still provide voice and messaging
services (services provided by Skype) as the network
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The ent r y d oes
no t need t o t ake
p lace b ut sho uld b e
cred ib le t o increase
b arg aining p ow er.

operator already provides
these services and owns t he
inputs required to do so.
However, a network operator
may not be able supply
internet search, email or
social media services of
comparable quality and
functionality to those provided by IP service
providers. It may not have access to all the digital
inputs (algorit hms, search data histor y etc.) required
to provide these services. Similarly, most IP service
providers will not ﬁnd it commercially viable to
start offering network services. This is because t he
high upfront ﬁ xed investments of setting up
communication networks and the relatively long
time period (often over 15 years) to recover these
investments are likely to act as a barrier to entr y.
Some form of limited entr y into each other’s
‘territor y’ may be feasible and indeed important to
demonstrate the ability to credibly reduce the value
lost due to non-agreement. This is because in a
bargaining context what matters is t he network
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operator’s (IP service provider’s) belief about the
incentives and ability of the IP service provider
(network operator) to expand into the ot her’s
territor y. The entr y does not actually need to take
place but should be credible to increase a party’s
bargaining power.
Indeed t here are instances of such limited entr y.
For example Google is investing in ﬁ bre access
networks in selected US cities,2 and considered
bidding for t he 700 MHz range mobile spectrum in
the 2007 FCC auction to ensure that the spectrum
was designated as ‘open’, ie. mobile phones using
software from any manufacturer and software
developer are able to run on the network.3 Similarly
network operators increasingly supply media
services and on-demand content, services which are
similar to t hose provided by IP service providers
such as Netﬂix, YouTube and Amazon.
Out si de opt i on s
The interdependency between network access and
service providers will usually span multiple
providers and multiple platforms. In t he presence of
outside options, non-agreement wit h one party
leaves open t he possibility of reaching an agreement
wit h another party which provides similar IP
services or an alternative network. Hence the value
of non-agreement will also depend on the
availability of outside options in addition to the
ability to expand into t he other’s ‘territor y’.
It is possible to apply the bargaining framework
to a wider number of players that bargain
simultaneously.4 This reﬂects t he fact that there are
ot her options available, and this will also be an
important determinant of t he value of agreement
with a particular party compared with nonagreement with t he same party.
Ou t si de opt i on s f or I P ser vi ce pr ovi der s –
subst i t ut abl e n et wor k pr ovi d er s
The outside options for IP service providers will
depend on the number, type and size of networks
available.
The higher the number of network operators
available, t he more potential network partners
with which an IP service provider can come to an
agreement with and the less likely it is to lose from
non-agreement with any one operator. This assumes
that different networks are good substitutes, and
in general t his will be true for t he same type of
network (for example ﬁ xed access) as t he supply of
broadband connectivity by different network
providers is reasonably equivalent.
However, there will be differences among
different types of networks – for example between
ﬁ xed and mobile networks in terms of the
geographic locations at which access is provided
(higher for mobile networks) and capacity provided
(higher for ﬁxed networks). Hence the
substitutability of different outside options
(networks) for a particular IP service provider will
depend on whether t he IP service is best delivered
using mobile networks, ﬁxed networks or both. For
example the navigational features of Google maps
or taxi hailing services like Uber work best on
w w w.iico m .org

mobile networks. Conversely, media rich services
like Netﬂix work better over ﬁ xed networks
(especially when delivered to large screens).
Finally, t he larger the subscriber base of a
network operator the more valuable it is to an IP
service provider (because IP service providers beneﬁ t
from being able to reach t he maximum number of
broadband subscribers possible). Hence smaller and
larger operators may not be good substitutes
because the value lost due to a non-agreement with
the large operator will be higher.
Ou t si de opt i on s f or n et wor k oper at or s –
subst i t ut abl e I P ser vi ce pr ovi der s
Cooperation with IP service providers can help
network operators differentiate t heir service
offerings to help attract new subscribers, reduce
churn, and potentially increase revenues by driving
data consumption. However, different IP services
will not be the same in t his respect. Some IP services
will be more attractive to end users and more
effective differentiators t han ot hers. This means
that the value of agreement (relative to nonagreement) will not be the same for different IP
service providers.
For example, IP service providers wit h a large
number of users (locally or globally) will beneﬁ t
from greater network effects valued highly by
broadband subscribers, and be more valuable to
network operators. Social networks like Facebook
and LinkedIn are good
examples of t he
The value o f no nadvantages of such direct
ag reem ent w ill
network effects. For other
services like Netﬂix and
also d ep end on
Amazon it is not ot her
t he availab ilit y o f
users but the presence of
content providers or
o ut sid e o p t io ns.
sellers t hat attracts
subscribers, and the number of subscribers in turn
attracts content providers and sellers. The scale of
such ‘indirect’ network effects may also be
important in determining the value of an IP service
provider to a network operator. IP service providers
that add more value than others will be in a
stronger bargaining position.

PAY-OFFSFROMAGREEMENT
The value of agreement to each party will also var y
wit h the type of agreement reached between a
network operator and IP service provider. The type
of agreement may var y among preferential,
non-discriminator y and partial access.
Pr ef er en t i al access
A network operator could give an IP service provider
preferential access to its subscribers through
different types of (commercial) agreements. For
example, a network operator can use trafﬁc
management policies (like QoS differentiation) to
prioritise trafﬁc for a particular IP service provider
(like OTT video) to ensure a better user experience5
or apply ‘zero rating’ for the IP service provider’s
data trafﬁ c (ie. t hese data do not count towards the
subscriber data cap).
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Similarly, an IP service provider could agree to
supply its services exclusively to a network
operator’s subscribers (t his is unlikely in practice
given IP service providers beneﬁt from reaching and
targeting as many users as possible via competing
broadband networks). Another option would be for
an IP service provider and network operator to agree
to bundle services together. For example, Vodafone
in the UK bundles Spotify, Netﬂix, Now TV, or Sky
Sports wit h certain mobile subscriptions.6
As BEREC, the European regulators body, notes,
there are an increasing number of partnerships
between IP service providers and network providers
in Europe t hough “the partnerships do not yet
seem to provide any exclusive feature or content
compared to if purchased and used outside of the
context of the partnership”.7
Non -d i scr i m i n at or y access
This means that the IP service provider does not
have preferential access to a network operator’s
subscribers. When generalised to all IP service
providers it is the underlying principle behind
different forms of net neutrality rules such as the
FCC’s open internet order, t he European Parliament
and Council’s measures concerning open internet
access, and TRAI’s (Telecom Regulator y Authority of
India) prohibition of discriminator y tariffs for data
service regulation.8
In effect, net neutrality rules enforce nondiscriminator y access to a network operator’s
subscribers and prohibit ot her forms of vertical
contracting.
Par t i al access
Partial access means t hat the IP service provider’s
access to t he network operator’s subscribers is
partially blocked or degraded. For example the IP
service provider may lower the transmission quality
and/or block some functionalities of t he service.
Recent proposals to introduce ‘ad blocking’ at the
network level by some mobile networks (such as
Digicel and Three)9 can be seen as an example of
network operators tr ying to gain a larger share of
the joint value by degrading the transmission of
some IP services.
The value of agreement to each party will var y
from high to low depending on t he type of
agreement reached. The highest value is likely to be
associated with preferential access, t hen nondiscriminator y access and ﬁnally partial access.

INFORMATIONSET
The ability of each party to estimate and generate
value from an agreement will also depend on the
information set that each party has, and the
freedom to experiment with different business
models. The information set refers to each party’s
knowledge about the value of agreement compared
wit h disagreement. A complete information
hypothesis is when both bargainers know t he value
of agreement and disagreement.
However, this may not hold in practice and a
party with private information about its outside
options and/or the value it can derive from t he
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agreement will be in a stronger bargaining position.
Different business models (subscription, free or
some combination of the two) may be used to
generate value in ECMs, and these require different
information sets.
In a subscription driven business model (with
no other revenue sources), the value generated
from the service (and from each customer) is
explicitly stated and hence observable and
measurable. This business model does not require
extensive data on users. A free service does require
extensive data on users. User generated data
(location information, search histor y, browsing
histor y, social network interactions etc.) are
captured by t he service provider and used to serve
targeted advertising.
It is this targeted advertising that generates
revenues and t here may be no direct monetar y
payment from users to the service provider. This
means that it is difﬁcult to observe or measure t he
value created by a speciﬁ c user or sets of users (for
example the subscribers of a particular network
operator).
Network operators
mostly use subscription
The f ram ew or k
based business models
hig hlig ht s t he
to generate revenues
co m p lexit y as all
whereas many IP service
providers use the free
f act o r s int eract
business model (or
sim ult aneo usly.
combinations of free and
subscription). The absence
of direct monetar y payments and the provision
of multiple IP services (using different business
models) means t hat it may be difﬁcult for a network
operator to estimate the value added by any one IP
service provider. Network operators may also not
be able to accurately estimate the value of user
generated data.

CONCLUSION
As discussed above, network operators and IP service
providers are mutually dependent on each other –
broadband connectivity expands the reach/
availability of IP services and in turn IP services
increase t he functionality of broadband
connectivity.
The Nash bargaining framework highlights that
the competitive dynamics in ECMs is determined by
the level of competition among network operators
(an important determinant of the outside options
for IP service providers) and among IP service
providers (an important determinant of t he outside
options for network operators); and by bargaining
on t he type and value of agreement. The framework
also highlights the complexity of t his interaction as
all t hese factors interact simultaneously and do not
work in isolation.
In this framework, existing or proposed
regulations in ECMs will affect t he bargaining
dynamic between network operators and IP service
providers. This is because regulation (for example
wholesale network access regulation, net neutrality
or data privacy rules) will strengt hen the bargaining
position of one party over the other (see also box
w w w.iicom .org
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providers wit h some ﬂexibility when implementing
these rules – for example, allowing preferential
access agreements when these do not adversely
affect competition in t he relevant market.
2 A priori, it may be difﬁcult to associate par ticular
bargaining outcomes wi th consumer har m.
The bargaining framework and interaction between
network operators and IP service providers only
relates to the share of t he joint value captured by
each party. Only if the division of t he surplus results
in a reduction of downstream competition for
consumers (by network operators or IP service
providers) and/or there are negative dynamic effects
such as a reduction in investment or innovation is
there a case for consumer harm and hence
intervention.
3 If ther e i s potential consumer har m, and
r egulation is proposed, t hen t he effect of
r egulation on t he bar gaining power of bot h
network operator s and IP service provider s should
be considered.
If regulation is warranted t hen it should be based
on an analysis of the availability of all (wholesale)
digital and infrastructure inputs, the effect of t he
proposed regulation on t he bargaining power of
both network operators and IP service providers,
and how this translates into better outcomes for
consumers.

LASTWORD

above). Three key takeaways based on the Nash
bargaining framework are as follows.
1 Competit ion law which allows for case speciﬁ c
analysis may be a better policy inst r ument.
The complexity of the interaction between network
operators and IP service providers and the many
factors t hat affect bargaining outcome means t hat
each case will be different. For example the market
power held by network operators is likely to var y
across countries and will depend on t he level of
infrastructure and service competition. For IP
service providers, the level of market power and
the source of this market power is likely to var y
across ﬁrms. Given t he diversity in t he sources of
market power, which may or may not result in
competition problems, it may be difﬁcult to design
proportionate ex ante regulator y remedies. A case
speciﬁc application of competition law may be a
better policy instrument.
For example it not clear that an ‘a priori’ ban on
different types of vertical agreements imposed by
net neutrality rules is justiﬁed. This is because in
some instances t here may be beneﬁ ts from vertical
contracting arrangements which place some
restraints on the two parties. A way for ward may be
to provide both network operators and IP service
w w w.iicom .org

Finally, I note t hat the analysis above is not
exhaustive. It does not consider all the factors that
may affect the bargaining position of network
operators and IP service providers. For example,
differences in time preferences (discounting) may
also be relevant.10 Ot her economic models from
cooperative game t heor y such as t he Shapley value
(interpreted as t he expected marginal contribution
of t he IP service provider or network operator to
joint value created) may provide valuable insights.
SUMIT SHARMA is an econom ist at Oxera sp ecialising
in compet it ion and regulat ory econom ics, and m at t ers
relat ed t o t he converging t elecoms, m edia and int ernet
indust ries. The art icle reﬂ ect s his ow n views, not
necessarily t hose of Oxera.
Em ail: Sumit .Sharma@oxera.com Tw it t er: @sum it econ
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THE AGENDA
FOR SPECTRUM
MA RTIN CAVE and W ILLIA M W EBB, aut hors of a new book on spect rum
management , set out t rends in usage and an agenda to improve spect rum use

T

he challenge for the regulator remains t he
same as always – to maximise the value of the
use of radio spectrum t hrough ensuring that
the highest-value users have access to t he
spectrum and t hat the interference between them
remains controlled to an optimal level. However, the
solution to this challenge is constantly changing as
usage patterns change and new tools to manage
users develop, often based on changing technology.
Here we look at the key trends relating to spectrum
usage and suggest where we think spectrum
management will evolve in the coming decades.

TRENDSINUSAGE
There are hundreds of different uses of t he radio
spectrum and trends and changes in many of these.
However, where the users require relatively small
amounts of spectrum, or spectrum for which there
is little competition (eg. satellite use of frequencies
above 20 GHz) then these have limited impact on
spectrum management approaches. We discuss
what we believe are some of the most important
trends relating to t hose uses that generate the
highest economic value (broadly cellular and
broadcasting), t hose t hat compete for t he most
congested spectrum and those where innovation
might be most likely to occur. The trends are not
presented in any particular order.
TREND 1: Gr owing impor tance of unlicensed
spectr um We are using WiFi and Bluetooth ever
more. Home WiFi networks now routinely have tens
of devices connected to them whereas a decade ago
they might have had one or two. Monitoring devices
are slowly appearing around the home, such as
WiFi-connected security devices, and many more are
being shown at trade shows. Other systems, such as
the home energy system, may make use of a separate
network within t he home to connect gas and
electricity meters, in-home displays, and eventually
smart appliances. Out of the home we are
increasingly looking to log onto WiFi hotspots
wherever we ﬁnd ourselves. Bluetooth accessories
are proliferating, with many health- and ﬁtnessoriented devices being developed for wearing and
devices like Google Glass being tested. As this usage
grows so will the possibilities of interference, while
at the same time our tolerance for not being
connected will fall. The use of 5 GHz spectrum will
offer some relief but regulators may need to become
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more inclined towards making bands unlicensed
than they are at present.
TREND 2: Ubiquitous connectivity will become ever
more impor tant Once connectivity is widespread
then behaviours change. People make greater use of
cloud servers and plan ahead less on the assumption
that they can retrieve the information they need as
and when it is needed. Less material is stored locally,
enabling devices without hard disks. All of this
makes ubiquitous connectivity ever more important,
fueling a circle of change. This is perhaps less about
rural coverage and more about ensuring that all of
the devices that a person is carrying can connect
wherever they happen to be.
TREND 3: Ever higher dat a rates will become less
impor t ant Each new generation of mobile system
(2G, 3G, 4G) has been predicated on approximately
a tenfold increase in data rates compared with the
previous generation. This has led to requirements
for ever broader bandwidt hs and ever more mobile
spectrum. But we are now reaching a point where
many homes and users
have more t han adequate
It m ay b e t hat t he
data rates for all that t hey
seem ing ly insat iab le could wish to achieve. It is
hard to envisage why we
d esire f or sp ect rum
might want yet anot her
f or m ob ile usag e
tenfold increase. This is
w ill com e t o an end . causing a rethink as to
whether ﬁ bre to t he
home is a necessar y solution, and it will bring into
question whether data rates moving towards 1 Gbps
are necessar y for 5G. This in turn will change the
demand for spectrum for future mobile data
systems. Coupled wit h t he trend toward ever more
use of WiFi it may be t hat the seemingly insatiable
desire for spectrum for mobile usage will ﬁ nally
come to an end.
TREND 4: The inter net of t hings (IoT) wil l grow
rapidly IoT is predicted to grow from perhaps
1 billion connected devices in 2015 to over 50 billion
by 2025. This rapid growth will require some new
spectrum, which regulators have not yet identiﬁ ed,
and will provide a new source of value from the
radio spectrum.
TREND 5: The categorisation of usage into ﬁ xed,
mobile, and broadcast ing will become of less
r elevance At present regulators divide usage into
ﬁ xed, mobile or broadcasting. But t hese are
w w w.iicom .org

increasingly converging. Broadcast and mobile
systems will tend to share platforms and spectrum
in the future and broadcast-only solutions will
increasingly be switched off.

TRENDSINSPECTRUMMANAGEMENTTOOLS
A range of new tools will become available for
spectrum management. These will include t he
following trends.
TREND 6: Dynamic spectr um sharing wi ll become
commonplace As white space deployments grow
and sharing moves into other bands, t he concept
of shared opportunistic access will become more
widely accepted and it will be considered normal
for virtually all spectrum bands to be shared in
some manner.
TREND 7: Regulator s will stop predicting
i nter fer ence and st ar t monitor ing it The
complexity of predicting what interference might
occur will continue to grow while new tools will
become available to rapidly ﬁx interference where it
does occur. As a result, regulators will increasingly
deploy systems up to a point at which interference
is observed and t hen set this as the licence
conditions. New ways of monitoring interference
will be needed to allow for real-time reporting
across a range of users and uses.
TREND 8: Regulator s will seek more ways to
encourage innovation Regulators often aspire to
stimulate innovation but rarely achieve it.
Innovation is becoming ever more important in
government agendas and regulators will start
looking at mechanisms to provide favoured
allocations for new approaches and other novel
ways to encourage innovation.
TREND 9: Receiver per for mance will become an
ever-gr owing issue and regulator s will event ually
move to cont r ol receiver per for mance as well as
w w w.iico m .org
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transmitter per for mance The performance of
receivers often prevents or limits new technologies
or uses in neighbouring bands. Regulators will
increasingly realise that some speciﬁ cation of
expected receiver performance is needed in order to
effectively manage spectrum.

OURAGENDATOIMPROVESPECTRUMUSE
Throughout our book we discuss areas where
current approaches to management and use of
spectrum fall short. In such cases we have put
for ward suggestions as to how t hey might be
improved. The ﬁve most important proposals of this
kind are set out below.

1

Move to a position wher e (almost) all li cences
ar e shar ed The coexistence of increasing demand
for spectrum and evidence that many valuable
frequencies are underused has been one of the
drivers, over the past ﬁ ve years, for more spectrum
sharing. This process has been assisted by the
development of new real-time technologies for
dynamic spectrum sharing which allow multiple
users to coexist. These methods have augmented
earlier temporal and geographic sharing of bands
and the limited use of unlicensed spectrum.
It is time for these possibilities to be reﬂected
more fully in rights of access to spectrum by t he
replacement of exclusive licences by arrangements
which allow access to multiple users, possibly on a
hierarchical basis which gives some users priority
over others. The result to be expected is much
greater ﬂexibility in use of spectrum and lower
prices of access to it. This could be accomplished by
a process of progressively replacing exclusive
licences wit h less restrictive alternatives, introduced
in ways which manage t he associated risks. One
effect might be t he emergence of intermediaries
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which offer ﬂ exible access to multiple clients.
We recommend in the future a brisk increase in t he
number of licences recast in this way, even if in
practice some of these will continue to be exclusive.
There is mounting evidence t hat inefﬁ cient use
of public spectrum is increasing relative to
commercial spectrum. We have outlined a strategy
for dealing with t his but its success hangs in t he
balance in many countries. Public/commercial
sharing of spectrum may in some countries be a
more palatable means of switching spectrum to
more efﬁcient uses.

2

Link licences to inter ference generated rat her
t han power transmitted Current licences are
not suitable for a world where usage can be changed
and bands repurposed. There have been many
examples of this from the interference caused by
Nextel in US public safety systems in the 1990s
through to t he more recent cases of LightSquared in
the US and TV interference concerns in white space.
The basic problem is that a licence that speciﬁes the
amount of power a transmitter is allowed to emit
does not fully constrain the interference caused
since this is also determined by the density of
transmitters and ot her factors such as their height.
A better approach is to specify in the licence the
interference that can be caused and then allow the
licence holders to conﬁgure their transmitters in
such a way that this interference level is not
exceeded. Studies such as Ofcom’s ‘spectrum usage
rights’ have pioneered more suitable licence formats
that achieve these objectives while being practical to
implement. However existing players have generally
resisted their introduction due to increased
complexity and the problem that t he beneﬁts most
immediately fall on the newer entrants rather t han
established companies. Regulators should look at the
wider beneﬁts for usage of radio spectrum rather
than the needs of incumbents and adopt licences
speciﬁed in interference terms as t he default across
all spectrum bands.

3

Manage r eceiver per for mance There are two
aspects to t he performance of a radio receiver
– its ability to decode t he wanted signal and its
ability to reject unwanted or interfering signals.
While the former is typically a core part of
radio design the latter is more problematic.
Manufacturers may not know what interfering
signals will be experienced either now or in the
future and have strong incentives to design the
lowest cost receiver by taking a low expectation of
interference.
If such poorly performing receivers are widely
deployed, for example in millions of TV sets, t his
can cause the regulator to prevent the introduction
of nearby spectrum usage that might impact these
receivers, despite the fact that t hey are substandard.
Knowing that this outcome is likely allows receiver
manufacturers to design to ever lower standards
resulting in a ‘too big to fail’ problem.
To some degree this problem is linked to licence
conditions (see above) in that a clearer speciﬁcation
of t he interference that spectrum neighbours could
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cause would clarify the
receiver requirements.
There are many issues here
associated with national
licensing versus global
manufacturing, the role of
standards bodies and more.
It is clear that this is a serious
problem that is progressively
causing greater delays in
optimal use of spectrum and needs addressing.
Regulators need to work together on a global basis
perhaps t hrough t he ITU or similar bodies to ensure
that receivers have appropriate speciﬁcations and
that these are implemented.

4

Move away from pr evi ous ITU labels to a new
categorisat ion Bands are currently divided into
categories such as ‘ﬁxed’, ‘mobile’, and ‘broadcast’
at international level and have been for nearly a
centur y. However, the boundaries between these
uses have been increasingly blurring. For example,
many now view broadcast content on mobile
devices, downloaded via cellular or WiFi. There are
mechanisms such as ‘broadcast modes’ within
cellular networks which allow broadcasting to be
performed from those cellular networks. The labels
were originally intended to facilitate interference
management by placing the highest-power
networks (broadcasting) into some bands and
lower-power networks (mobile) into others.
But as discussed above t his method of managing
spectrum is suboptimal. From a management
perspective it is t he interference levels generated,
rather than the service deployed, t hat is most
relevant. The categorisation also tends to limit
innovation by persuading users t hat they cannot,
for example, change use to a mobile application in
a band that has been categorised as broadcast,
whereas in practice this particular example would
likely work acceptably. A better division would be
‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ interference levels,
ideally linked to speciﬁ c limits and new licence
types. The idea of reclassiﬁcation should be
discussed internationally by spectrum managers
and others, options considered, and a new approach
adopted at ITU level and cascaded down to regional
and national plans.

5

Reconsi der regional and global spect r um
management There is greater scope for regional
collaboration if appropriate frameworks can be
found t hat do not limit innovation. Regional bodies
should study their role and look for where t hey
can add additional value. This is an issue of
fundamental importance which deserves careful
and disinterested study at a ver y high level.

CONCLUSION
Spectrum management has come on a long journey
through its 110 year histor y. Technological
developments have led to rapidly growing demand
and also to innovative options for using spectrum
based around sharing and reactive assignment.
These developments have exposed the weaknesses of
w w w.iicom .org
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the legacy command and control approach to
spectrum management. This led to the development
of market-based management in the past 25 years,
initially focused on auctions but later extended
to secondar y markets in spectrum and also to
spectrum pricing.
With the notable exception of auctions, the
market-based methods have not been widely
applied, and have not yet delivered all of t he
expected gains. The world where regulators step
back and allow t he market to function still looks to
be in the distant future. Making t he best use of
spectrum appears to need a mix of new technology
and new regulation. The most prominent area of
application of this combination presently resides in
spectrum sharing, based on techniques such as
dynamic spectrum access.
Ot her developments which have strong potential
are t he implementation in licences of new ways
to control interference, and the extension of

w w w.iico m .org

regulation into domains such as receiver
performance.
As spectrum becomes an ever more critical
component of our lives the difﬁculty of making
such changes grows. The risk remains that cautious
regulators forever remain one step behind
technology and need. Our book has set out how we
believe they and others can best act to put the
air waves to work for the beneﬁ t of the economy
and society.
The prize is enormous.
MARTIN CAVE is a regulatory economist wit h extensive
telecoms and spectrum experience. He is a visiting
professor at Imperial College Business School, London,
and a past member of Ofcom’s spectrum advisory board.
W ILLIAM W EBB has led the design of Weightless, a new
standard for M2M communications. This article is adapted
from their book, Spect rum Management , published by
Cambridge University Press. See bit.ly/ 1jxxq7q
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STA ND A ND
DELIVER
A s t he OECD prepares for a m inisterial meet ing
on t he digit al economy, JØRGEN A BILD
A NDERSEN argues t hat t he highest level
of coordinat ion am ong m any governm ent
depart m ent s is needed to deliver it s aim s

I

n the last 5-10 years governments and political
leaders all over the world have been facing a
number of ver y serious challenges related to t he
comprehensive economic crisis which has
severely hit most countries. In particular t hree
challenges seem to be t he most prominent ones:
l Innovation is poor
l Growth is low
l Unemployment is much too high.
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In recent years it has increasingly become clear
that a ﬂourishing digital economy constitutes one
of t he most powerful tools to address these
challenges. But not all governments and political
leaders have recognised its huge potential. For many
reasons the political approach of many countries
in this ﬁeld is – more or less – still ver y much
inﬂuenced by the same t hinking that dominated in
the 1990s when talking about ICTs. At that time, t he
three most important issues would most likely have
been: ‘tariffs, tariffs, tariffs’. Ten years later it was:
‘broadband, broadband, broadband’. Today you
might expect that the answer would reﬂ ect the
increasing importance of t he digital economy.
However, a majority would probably still be focusing
on broadband rollout as t he most important issue
for politicians and regulators to focus on.
In the beginning of the 1990s the concept of the
w w w.iicom .org
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digital economy was not on the agenda of any
political discussion. Certainly t he internet was
well-known but at that time only a few could
imagine the role it would play only a few years later.
The focus was on telecoms and in particular on
breaking up the monopolies of the incumbent
operators, which in most countries were fully or
partly owned by governments. The goal was to
introduce free and real competition which in turn
was expected to lead to better and cheaper telecoms
services. So in the political arena ‘competition’,
‘better’ and ‘cheaper’ were t he buzzwords.
Independent government agencies were
established to take care of the necessar y regulation
– in particular ex ante competition regulation – to
make sure that removing t he legal monopolies of
the telecoms operators was not just replaced by de
facto monopolies. Regulators were given t he powers
to designate operators with SMP (signiﬁ cant market
power), with the consequence that one or more
remedies such as transparency, non-discrimination
or price control should be imposed on such
operators to enable real competition to emerge.

DEBATINGINDEPENDENCE
While there has been no discussion about the need
for the telecoms regulators to be independent from
ministers as well as operators, the deﬁnition of
independence has been much debated. Must the
independent regulator be completely detached from
government and the civil service, and accountable
w w w.iico m .org

only to parliament? Or can the regulator be part
of a traditional ministry enjoying sufﬁcient
independence because the minister is legally
prevented from giving instructions on the content of
regulator y decisions, and that such decisions cannot
be appealed to the minister but only to the courts?
Among t he European regulators t his issue has
been high on t he agenda of BEREC (the body of
European regulators) and its predecessors for the
last 20 years and still no common position on t his
issue has been achieved. While this discussion has
been going on t he importance of the digital
economy has dramatically increased, leaving
telecoms as only a fraction of the overall picture.
Telecoms regulation and regulators – regardless of
the degree of independence – have become less
important. So many other aspects now count.
In the past 20 years or so, politicians, regulators
and operators have mainly focused on the supply
side. How can regulation provide the necessar y
incentives for new players to enter the marketplace
and to roll out broadband to ever ybody and provide
full geographical mobile coverage? Should the
rollout be market driven or government funded?
How much of t he money of taxpayers should be
used to support this? These questions have been on
the agenda throughout t he whole period and are
still up for discussion – not least when politicians
are to be elected or re-elected for parliament.
But at the end of t he 1990s and t he beginning of
the 2000s the agenda changed – at least to some
extent. The shift towards data communication and
the increased importance of the internet became
evident. The CEO of Nokia, Jorma Ollila, who at
that time made his company t he world’s biggest
manufacturer of mobile handsets, was often quoted
as stating that Nokia wanted “to bring t he internet
into your pocket”. But still the discussions were
mainly on the supply-side and on the ICT ‘silo’.
At t he political level t he issues were dealt with only
by ICT ministers, together with the telecoms
regulators, who mainly concentrated on keeping
the competition authorities away from t he table.
From the incumbent telecoms operators t here was a
constant claim for less regulation in order to create
a healthy business
Teleco m s reg ulat io n environment which could
justify their enormous
has b eco m e less
investments in rolling
im p o rt ant . There
out the telecoms
infrastructure – be it
are so m any o t her
wired or wireless.
asp ect s now.
It is not exactly clear
when t he agenda changed
to focus on the digital economy. The rapid
development of the internet and mobile telephones,
such as the iPhone launched in 2007, together with
similar smart devices created the foundations for the
shift in thinking that the digital economy can be
one of t he most powerful tools to address the
challenges of poor innovation, low growth and
much too high unemployment. The European
Commission said in 2012: “ICT is responsible for half
of Europe’s productivity growth and a quarter of our
GDP growth. ICT is t herefore at the heart of our
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economy.” Similar observations were made at the
World Economic Forum in Davos in Januar y last year
where Angela Merkel and François Hollande talked
about t he digital economy being important to
address the challenges faced by all countries.
Several examples show the importance of t he
digital economy. The US app economy is one – in
only a few years after t he launch of the iPhone it
became a $20 billion industr y having created
400,000-500,000 new jobs. The European
Commission has noted similar, ongoing growth in
Europe and it seems clear t hat the app economy
leads to innovation, growth and jobs.
But probably t he most promising example is
related to ‘big data’, which has huge implications for
the economy and society. On t he positive side, it
holds the promise of signiﬁcantly accelerating
research and the development of new products,
processes, organisational methods and markets – a
phenomenon known as data-driven innovation
(DDI). This will result in greater productivity across
the economy, as available evidence suggests t hat
ﬁrms using DDI have raised productivity faster than
non-users by around 5-10%. DDI can and is already
helping address social and global challenges,
including climate change and natural disasters,
health and ageing populations, water, food and
energy security, urbanisation, and issues of public
governance. But considerable challenges are also
ahead. The growing use of data will accentuate many
of today’s pressing issues, such as privacy and
security, or the impact of technology on jobs.
And new concerns will arise, for example about
automated decision making, data-driven
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discrimination, and a likely
shift in power derived from a
new ‘data divide’, based on
who owns, collects and
analyses the data.
So making the digital
economy ﬂourish is not
only about telecoms and
broadband. Broadband development in Denmark is
a good example. In 2010 t he government decided on
a rat her ambitious goal for broadband connectivity,
that a 100 Mbps broadband connection will be
available to all Danes by 2020 – both consumers and
business users, and with no government funding,
only a market driven rollout. And it has worked:
already there is a dramatic increase in t he number
of businesses and households that can have a 100
Mbps connection if t hey wish. In 2010 availability
was 25%, in 2011 it was 38% and the 2014 ﬁgure was
83%. So the development on the supply side is really
impressive and there are now a lot of fat pipes – but
they are empty fat pipes. Demand for these high
speed broadband connections has so far been
surprisingly poor. In 2010 take-up was only 0.5% and
in 2011 exactly the same. Although there is an
increase in 2014 to 3.1% demand is still ver y poor.
The lesson is clear. Focus on the supply side is not
sufﬁcient to make t hings happen. You have to look
at all parts of t he ecosystem, including demand.

DIGITALECONOMYPILLARS
The most prominent pillars of the ecosystem of t he
digital economy are the following:
E-INFRASTRUCTURE: Broadband networks –
ﬁ xed or mobile – are a key enabler of the digital
economy – but increasingly also data will be key.
An open internet developed on the basis of a
multi-stakeholder driven governance model must be
ensured. Open standards to ensure interoperability
and prevent vendor lock-in must also be in place.
Sufﬁ cient spectrum must be available.
E-APPLICATIONS: How do we ﬁ ll the pipes?
Attractive services and applications create demand
for high speed networks. Intelligent use of big data
fosters DDI. Governments should remove potential
barriers and encourage development of attractive
services and applications.
E-SECURITY/E-PRIVACY: As our dependency on the
internet increases so too do our vulnerabilities:
trust is vital. A balance must be struck between
protecting security and privacy on one side and
ensuring free ﬂow of data on the other.
E-SKILLS/E-LITERACY: The internet requires new
skills and we need a digital skills strategy to
accompany t he key structural changes. A wide range
of skills is needed, from basic user skills to data
specialists. Lack of skills and competences in data
analytics may be a serious barrier for DDI. Data
specialists account for less than 1% of total
employment and below 0.1% in countries such as
Portugal, France and Turkey. For Europe as a whole
the European Commission expects a lack of 900,000
IT specialists by 2020. But basic user skills are also a
challenge – 27% of adults in OECD countries still
have no experience in using computers.
w w w.iicom .org
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So to a wide extent the ecosystem of t he digital
economy is based on a supply-push/demand-pull
approach where all the four pillars of the ecosystem
are equally important. A holistic approach is needed
– t his is why broadband and mobile coverage are
not enough. It takes a whole lot more.
The OECD and its Committee on Digital Economy
Policy (CDEP) are heavily committed to a ﬂ ourishing
digital economy. A cornerstone in the work is the
Internet Policy-Making Principles from 2011 (see
panel). They are not as much a result of new
thinking as a compilation of principles which when
applied by countries have proven to provide ver y
successful results.
This year in June an OECD ministerial meeting
will be held in Mexico. The title is ‘Digital economy.
Innovation, growth and social prosperity’. Themes
to be discussed include:
l Beneﬁ ts of an open internet
l Stimulating digital innovation across t he
economy
l Global mobile connectivity
l Internet of things
l Consumer trust
l Security and privacy
l New markets and new jobs in the digital economy
l Skills for a digital world.
In the preparations for t he ministerial, taking
place across a number of OECD committees –
mainly the CDEP – it has repeatedly been
emphasised that making the digital economy
ﬂ ourish requires a ‘whole of government’ approach.
Ever ybody seems to agree on this. It has, however,
never been discussed in detail what this means,
exactly. Moreover the exact vision for a ﬂourishing
digital economy has not been discussed in detail.
Historically telecoms issues have been dealt with
by only one minister. The visions of governments
were quite clear and were not particularly
complicated and were easy to deﬁne – free and real
competition would give better and cheaper services.
Often only the minister for transport, business or
economy has been in charge.
However, a new approach and vision that
increasingly embraces t he entire economy is now
required. One could imagine that in a particular
countr y t he following portfolios are involved in
handling issues directly related to the digital
economy:
l Business (telecoms ex ante competition regulation)
l Energy, climate and public utilities (telecoms
legislation, spectrum and broadband)
l Defence (cybersecurity, resilient networks, CERT)
l Justice (data protection and privacy)
l Finance (e-government)
l Culture (IPR, copyright)
l Education (e-skills)
l Science and higher education (education of IT
specialists).
Beside these ministers who are directly involved
in issues related to the digital economy most other
ministers are indirectly involved, such as ministers
of transport (ICT in trafﬁ c management) and health
(e-health).
So in most countries a large number of ministers
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are handling issues related to the digital economy.
Experience shows, however, t hat ministers work in
silos and as their portfolios are different they do not
have the same focus when handling these issues.
One minister can even be in conﬂ ict with a
colleague – for example a minister of ﬁnance is
concerned about using e-government and cloud
computing to create savings on the public sector
budget while t he minister of justice is concerned
that data protection legislation is not infringed by
these budgetar y actions. There is a risk that
initiatives taken by one minister will be blocked by
another. So how can a whole of government
approach be achieved?
It seems that three conditions need to be clearly
articulated in the ‘charter’ of the government of a
countr y to avoid such situations and to ensure a
ﬂ ourishing digital economy:
l First, t hat it is the objective of t he government to
use t he digital economy as a means to achieve
concrete goals under t he umbrella of innovation,
growth and jobs.
l Second, that these goals shall be achieved on
the basis of coherent efforts by all government
ministers, who are obliged to contribute actively to
ensuring this coherence.
l Third, t hat a clear governance model should
ensure t hat the goals speciﬁed are actually achieved
based on coherent efforts by t he ministers involved.
While the ﬁrst two conditions might be relatively
straightforward to
articulate the third
A m uch b ro ad er
condition may be a little
ap p ro ach is need ed more delicate. Close
w hen t he g o al is t he cooperation between
ministers is needed to
p ro sp erit y of t he
ensure coherence but a
strong coordination
ent ire econom y .
mechanism is needed
to avoid conﬂicts. In many countries the minister
of ﬁnance has the coordinating role for the
government’s handling of cross-ministerial issues
and can be considered for the digital economy. One
argument, however, against this is that the minister
of ﬁnance – for obvious reasons – will mainly have a
state budget perspective on issues for coordination.
Although looking for potential savings on the public
sector budgets is important and legitimate, this is not
enough. A much broader and more comprehensive
approach is needed when the goal is to contribute to
the prosperity of the entire economy and society.
This could lead to the prime minister holding t he
role as coordinator. Putting the prime minister at
the end of t he table with respect to ensuring a
whole of government approach by directly
coordinating t he efforts of ministers in relation
to the digital economy will indeed be a very
appropriate and powerful reﬂection of the fact – as
often said in at OECD – that t he digital economy is
becoming the economy.
JØRGEN ABILD ANDERSEN is chair of the OECD’s
Committee on Digital Economy Policy, and the former
head of Denmark’s telecoms regulator (1991-20 12).
The ministerial meeting will be in Cancún, 21-23 June.
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THE MEA NING OF
NET NEUTRA LITY

The origins of net neutrality need not worr y us
too much. The American academic, Tim Wu, is

generally credited with inventing the phrase. Wu
has argued t hat established ﬁ rms, particularly those
wit h market power, have a record of tr ying to
control and frustrate new technologies and
innovations which might other wise disrupt their
existing business interests.2 Since t he internet has
proven to be one of the most disruptive platforms in
histor y. Wu and ot hers have long been concerned
that broadband networks that control access to the
internet might also have bot h an incentive and
ability to restrict access to certain applications or
services which threaten their business interests.
This is not a new idea and, in the US, t he origins
of net neutrality are normally traced back to the
Carterphone decision of 1968. In that case, AT&T
was refusing to allow the attachment of anything
except a telephone supplied by AT&T to its network.
This clearly restricted innovation and competition
in the telephone handset market, prompting the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to
require AT&T to remove those restrictions.
The ﬁ rst net neutrality rules to be adopted in the
modern era were found in t he FCC’s Internet Policy
Statement of 2005. That was the year a Republican
FCC chairman was dismantling the last of the
‘unbundled network element’ policy which had
been adopted by t he previous Clinton
administration and which had been intended to
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The dust has ﬁ nally begun to set t le on t he
new US and European net neutralit y law s.
RICHA RD FEA SEY compares and cont rast s

D

iscussion of net neutrality has always been
hampered by uncertainty about what t he
term means. This reﬂects t he diverse range
of interests involved in the debate. For some,
it has an economic meaning, concerned with
ensuring t hat vertically integrated ﬁrms do not
discriminate against competitors. For ot hers, it
represents a consumer right, ensuring t hat users
are free to navigate the internet as they choose.
Net neutrality has also been associated with issues
such as media pluralism, censorship and free
speech, and the wish to promote innovation.
Now we have settled legal texts on net neutrality
regulation in both t he US and Europe1 we can see
how the issues have been approached by lawmakers
on bot h sides of the Atlantic, and so assist
policymakers in ot her parts of the world who may
be considering what they should do.

ORIGINSOFNETNEUTRALITY

NET NEUTRALI TY

promote greater competition in DSL broadband
access. The FCC may have felt it necessar y to provide
reassurance that t he ‘open internet’ (the term
generally preferred by US policymakers to net
neutrality) would be preserved in spite of these
ot her policy changes. Or it may have felt the need
to reassure after it had ﬁ ned a small DSL provider,
Madison River Communications, for preventing
its customers from being able to access t he services
of Vonage, a voice over internet protocol (VOIP)
provider, only 6 months previously.
The FCC’s 2005 policy remained in place until a
Democrat FCC chairman replaced it wit h much
more detailed rules in 2010 following an election
pledge by President Obama to do so. This was the
ﬁ rst Open Internet Order. That legislation was,
however, itself dismantled in 2014 following a
legal challenge by Verizon in the DC Circuit Court
which led to large parts of it being struck out. A
new FCC chairman (another Democrat and the
current incumbent, Tom Wheeler) proposed a
second Open Internet Order, which was adopted in
March 2015. This is the legislation currently in force
in the US (although it too is subject to legal
challenge).
In Europe, the European Commission (led by a
liberal politician, Neelie Kroes) had initially been
reluctant to legislate on net neutrality. However,
this changed when some member states, notably
the Netherlands, adopted net neutrality rules which
the Commission did not support and which differed
one from the ot her. The Commission felt it had no
choice but to propose legislation to ensure a
‘harmonised’ approach to the issue. After much
debate with t he other European institutions (the
European Parliament and Council), a new law,
applying directly in ever y European country, was
adopted in November 2015.

DEFININGINTERNETACCESS
The starting point for American and European net
neutrality regulation is to deﬁ ne the services to
which any restrictions apply. Policymakers on both
sides of the Atlantic are agreed that t he rules apply
only to the provision of ‘internet access’. The FCC
refers (in terms which do not change substantively
between 2010 and 2015) to a ‘broadband internet
access service’, while t he Europeans refer to
‘internet access service’. Bot h deﬁne this as a service
which allows the public to access all or at least
substantially all ‘end points’ in the internet. This
means it often excludes access that is provided to
businesses, over a private network, or provided to
only a small number of end points.3
It also excludes activities which do not involve
giving end users ‘access’ to the internet, such as t he
provision of transit, transport services or data
centres, including content deliver y networks
(CDNs), or t he provision of services by ﬁrms
elsewhere in the value chain, such as search results.
Policymakers on both sides of t he Atlantic have
come under increasing pressure to extend the net
neutrality rules t hey have adopted so t hat they do
apply to other parts of t he internet. In Europe,
advocates coined the term ‘platform neutrality’ to
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refer to a set of rules similar to t hose which apply to
network operators providing ‘internet access’ but
which would apply instead to t hose operating
‘online platforms’ in the internet. In the US, some
have argued that the FCC should have used the
2015 Order to extend its net neutrality principles
to apply to peering and ot her IP interconnection
arrangements. So far, regulators have resisted calls
to expand the scope of net neutrality in this way.

NOBLOCKING
The FCC’s 2005 statement continued four principles,
three of which are likely to be a standard feature of
any net neutrality legislation adopted anywhere in
the world and which certainly remain a feature both
of the current FCC Order and of the European
legislation – they are the ability to attach any device,
to access any content and to run any application or
use any service.4 The ﬁrst of these referred to the
right of users to connect any legal device to the
network provided it did not harm it. This restated
the Carterphone position. Today’s global technology
standards generally mean t hat most network
equipment will connect to
any network without
Som e have arg ued
requiring further
t hat t he FCC should approvals. In the 2010 and
2015 Orders, the FCC
have ext end ed net
included devices as part of
neut ralit y p rincip les its general prohibition
t o p eering and ot her against ‘blocking’.
The ‘no blocking’ rule
IP arrang em ent s.
also addresses concerns
that networks would
prevent the user of a device from t hen accessing a
particular application or service which might pose
a t hreat to their own business interests. Concerns
ﬁ rst arose in relation to VOIP services that competed
wit h the traditional voice telephony services offered
by most broadband access providers.
As previously noted, t he FCC had ﬁned Madison
River Communications for blocking access to
Vonage in early 2005. As a result, t he internet policy
statement contained two provisions which, taken
together, amount to a ‘no blocking’ rule: the
requirement that users are free to access any lawful
content t hey wish and the requirement that they be
allowed to run any application and use any service
of t heir choice (in other words, that t hey can both
ﬁ nd anything on t he internet t hey want, and t hat
they be able to download and use it on their
devices). Article 3 of t he new European net
neutrality regulation includes a ‘no blocking’ rule
ver y similar to this.
Shortly after the FCC statement was adopted in
2005, concerns also began to arise in relation to
incentives to block video services offered over the
internet, such as Netﬂix and Hulu. In 2008 Comcast,
the US cable operator, was found to be disrupting
the services of BitTorrent, a provider of peer to peer
video ﬁle sharing services which represented a
competitive threat to its traditional TV business (as
well as a source of network congestion). The 2005
FCC statement had treated access as a binary concept
– networks either provided access or they didn’t.
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By 2010, the FCC recognised that matters were
more complex than that and that network providers
could disrupt services and applications without
blocking them altogether. This is normally known
as ‘throttling’ and the 2015 FCC Order added a ‘no
throttling’ rule so as to ensure that networks could
not so degrade access to a service as to make it
unusable while being able to argue t hat, technically,
they were not blocking access to it.

NETWORKMANAGEMENT
The Comcast case provides a good example of the
challenges which net neutrality regulation faces.
By the mid-2000s, broadband access providers such
as Comcast had begun to use various network
management technologies to manage trafﬁ c to
make the most efﬁ cient use of the shared network
resources. ‘Management’ did not simply mean
blocking some trafﬁ c and not ot hers, but involved
more subtle forms of prioritising some packets over
ot hers whenever the network became congested.
The challenge for regulators was (and still is) that
the same technology that allowed Comcast to
disrupt a service like BitTorrent by targeting data
packets wit h a particular trafﬁc proﬁle might also
be used to protect other users and services from
unwanted congestion. Distinguishing between
harmful and benign trafﬁc management has thus
become the central challenge for net neutrality
regulation.

‘REASONABLE’ MANAGEMENT
The FCC also introduced the concept of ‘reasonable
network management’ in 2010. This was used to
refer to situations in which the FCC recognised that
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Euro p e has t aken
a very sim ilar v iew
o n w hat co nst it ut es
‘reaso nab le net w o rk
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blocking, t hrottling or
other wise engaging
in ‘unreasonable
discrimination’ might
nonet heless be justiﬁed.
These situations would arise
when action was required to:
l Protect the functioning of
the network (ie. blocking denial of service attacks,
spyware etc)
l Block unwanted trafﬁc (ie. spam)
l Support parental controls (by blocking access to
adult content).
In addition, t he FCC regarded measures to ‘reduce
or mitigate the effects of congestion’ as likely to
be ‘reasonable network management’ provided
they did not also constitute ‘unreasonable
discrimination’. I consider the FCC’s views on
‘unreasonable’ discrimination in t he next section.
In the 2015 Order, t he FCC’s deﬁ nition of
‘reasonable network management’ has changed but
it still refers to situations in which action by a
network provider would not violate its ‘no blocking’
and ‘no throttling’ rules.6 ‘Reasonable network
management’ is now deﬁ ned as having ‘primarily a
network management justiﬁ cation’ and used for
achieving a ‘legitimate network management
purpose’. This represents an attempt to distinguish
‘reasonable’ network management from network
management t hat is deemed to be undertaken
instead for ‘commercial’ purposes and which would
be prohibited.
The idea that network management undertaken
by engineers for ‘technical’ reasons will be benign
and should be allowed, while network management
undertaken for ‘commercial purposes’ at the behest
of t he rest of the organisation is harmful, is an
attractive one. But it is not without difﬁ culties.
A possible distinction is between network
management activities which are undertaken in
order to extract payments, either from end users or
from applications or service providers, and those
which are undertaken for other reasons. But it is
also possible to argue that any measure undertaken
by a private ﬁ rm has some commercial purpose,
even if it is simply to reduce congestion for existing
end users and thereby encourage them to pay more
for their broadband subscription or other wise to
remain as paying customers of that provider.
European policymakers have taken a ver y similar
view on what constitutes ‘reasonable network
management’, deﬁning it as ‘reasonable’ if it is not
based on ‘commercial considerations’ but on
‘objectively different technical quality of service
requirements of speciﬁc categories of trafﬁc’. Like
the Americans, t he Europeans also considered that
measures taken to comply wit h the law and to
protect the integrity of the network are exempted
from their ‘no blocking’ and ‘no throttling’ rules.
Unlike the Americans, the Europeans appear to have
excluded parental controls and spam ﬁlters from
their list of practices which are allowed (with the
result that t hese practices now appear to be
prohibited in Europe unless speciﬁcally required by
national law).
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‘UNREASONABLE’ CONDUCT(THATISNOTBLOCKING
ORTHROTTLING)
In 2010 the FCC felt t hat it needed to supplement
prohibitions on blocking with a more subtle
rule which sought to prohibit ‘unreasonable
discrimination’. This anticipated practices which
might be harmful, but which would fall short
of simply blocking trafﬁc. Few examples of
‘unreasonable’ conduct by network operators have
emerged since 2010, so t he debate at t his stage still
remains largely hypot hetical. The examples that are
often given – ‘paid prioritisation’ and ‘zero rating’
– are discussed in more detail in the next section.
When developing rules on ‘reasonable’ conduct,
the FCC wisely declined to say exactly what
distinguished ‘reasonable’ from ‘unreasonable’
discrimination. Instead, it proposed to examine t he
issue on a case by case basis and conﬁned itself to
listing factors which it thought would be relevant
when doing so. These included:
l The degree to which the practice was disclosed to
users (on the assumption that t hose doing no good
generally seek to avoid detection)
l The availability of choices (on t he basis that users
can then make choices for themselves in deciding
whether the conduct of their provider is in their
interests or not)
l Whether the practice conformed to existing
industr y standards and whether or not the practice
was ‘usage agnostic’.
In 2014 the FCC had consulted on whether it
should replace ‘unreasonable discrimination’ wit h
a ‘commercially reasonable practice’ rule which
mirrored the approach it had adopted when
adjudicating on contracts for data roaming services
between wireless carriers in the US. Again, t he FCC
proposed to take a wide range of factors into
account (including t he impact of any conduct on
competition, the impact on consumers, technical
characteristics and general industr y standards)
before deciding whether any particular conduct
could be judged to be ‘reasonable’.
By the time the 2015 Order was issued, the FCC
had abandoned the commercially reasonable
practice test and instead adopted anot her
threshold: ‘no unreasonable interference or
disadvantage that harms users or edge providers’.7
Once again, the FCC proposed to apply this test on
a case by case basis and once again it provided a list
of t he factors it would take into account when
doing so. These included the four factors listed by
the FCC in 2010 and noted above, as well as the
following additions:
l Whether the practice has pro- or anti-competitive
effects (although we can assume the FCC would
have likely regarded discrimination which had
anti-competitive consequences as being
‘unreasonable’ before 2015)
l Its impact on investment, innovation or
broadband deployment
l Its implications for free expression.
A striking feature of t his debate is that it does not
seem to matter much whether t he FCC or any ot her
regulator is seeking to prohibit ‘unreasonable
network management’, ‘unreasonable commercial
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practices’, ‘unreasonable interference’ or any other variant of
‘unreasonable’ conduct. What matters is how the regulator
distinguishes between conduct likely to be judged ‘unreasonable’ and
that which is likely to be ‘reasonable’.
Some aspects of this task appear straightfor ward. For example,
conduct which harms or is likely to harm upstream competition or
innovation is always likely to be ‘unreasonable’. So too is conduct
which inhibits free speech. Finally, conduct which harms consumers,
either because they are ‘captive’ to one network provider and/or
because t he provider has failed to disclose what it is doing, is also
always likely to be ‘unreasonable’.
On t he other hand, some t hings are much less clear. Is
discrimination in t he treatment of different applications or types of
trafﬁc ‘unreasonable’? If all providers of a similar application are
treated in the same way (but differently from providers of different
applications), then it could be argued that competition is not harmed.
Innovation and investment may be helped, and consumers might be
better off too. As explained below, the Europeans have concluded that
such conduct is not per se ‘unreasonable’. The FCC’s requirement for
‘usage agnosticism’, which prohibits discriminating between trafﬁc
from different services or applications, means t hat it currently takes a
different view.
The Europeans prohibit ‘discrimination, restriction or interference’
in the management of trafﬁ c but allow for ‘reasonable trafﬁc
management measures’. These are measures which are ‘transparent,
non-discriminator y and proportionate’. However, the Europeans
appear to take a broader view of ‘non-discrimination’ than t he FCC
and consider t hat ‘reasonable network management’ could involve
discriminating between different categories of trafﬁc based on
‘objectively different technical quality of service requirements’
(although presumably not between different providers of t he same
service or application).
This is in stark contrast to t he ‘usage agnosticism’ which was the
fourt h factor listed in the FCC’s 2010 Order as being a requirement of
‘reasonable’ network management. It is worth quoting the FCC in full:
“Differential treatment of trafﬁc that does not discriminate among speciﬁc uses
of the network or classes of uses is likely reasonable. For example, during periods
of congestion a broadband provider could provide more bandwidth to subscribers
that have used the network less over some preceding period of time than to
heavier users.”
Given the importance of t his principle, we might have expected the
FCC to elaborate further, either in 2010 or again in 2015. It declined to
do so – the 2015 Order’s discussion of ‘application agnosticism’ is
conﬁ ned to a single paragraph.
However, it seems t hat European net neutrality regulation allows
for conduct to prevent or mitigate congestion which involves
discriminating between different types of trafﬁc ‘provided that
equivalent categories of trafﬁc are treated equally’. In contrast, the
FCC’s 2015 Order considers managing congestion to be ‘reasonable
trafﬁc management’ only if it is undertaken on an ‘application
agnostic basis’.
The difference between the FCC and Europe is an interesting and
important feature of this stor y.8 It may reﬂ ect the fact that in 2010 t he
FCC was much more concerned to prevent discriminator y treatment
by the network providers of upstream services and applications
providers t han about discriminator y treatment of end users. In ot her
words, the FCC was happy to allow network providers to offer different
services at different prices to end users and for them to target users
who were responsible for causing congestion which harmed other
users. Thus, Comcast could act against individual users of BitTorrent if
they caused congestion (t his is network management for ‘technical
reasons’), but not against BitTorrent itself (which would be network
management for ‘commercial reasons’).
In contrast, Europeans seem more concerned about discriminator y
treatment of end users but happier to allow the discriminatory
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treatment by network providers when it comes to
particular applications or services, assuming that
these services have different quality of service
requirements. In our example, Europeans might
allow Comcast to act against BitTorrent trafﬁc in
general, but would be more concerned if network
providers were to selectively target particular end
users of BitTorrent in t he process.
In t he end, it may be that Americans and
Europeans arrive at the same point from different
directions (it is too early to judge, since no cases
have yet been heard in either jurisdiction). If an
individual peer to peer user who is responsible for
causing congestion in the network has their service
throttled (as the Americans might allow), the effect
is that the peer to peer service is being discriminated
against (as the Europeans may allow). If that user
were to use anot her, less bandwidth hungr y,
application, then network congestion would not
arise in the ﬁrst place and so discrimination would
not be ‘reasonable’ in eit her jurisdiction. Having
said this, the opposite may not be true. That is, the
FCC might allow a network operator to discriminate
between two users of the same P2P services on the
basis t hat one was repeatedly responsible for
congestion which harmed others whereas another
was not. European law would appear to prohibit this
and instead require all P2P users to be treated
equally.

UNREASONABLECONDUCT?PAIDPRIORITISATION
ANDZERORATING
In an earlier section, I explained how the FCC and
the Europeans had sought to deﬁne ‘reasonable
network management’ as being conduct which was
undertaken for technical rather t han commercial
purposes. ‘Paid prioritisation’ and ‘zero rating’ are
two examples of arrangements that might be
considered to have a commercial rationale. Neither
involves the use of network management to
alleviate congestion or fulﬁl other technical
objectives. Bot h are undertaken instead eit her to
favour the services of an afﬁliate or to obtain
payments from third party services or applications
providers in return for preferential treatment.
A service provider could attempt to pay a network
operator to block access to any rival content. But this
would immediately fall foul of the no blocking rule.
Instead, a service provider could pay the network
provider to secure preferential treatment of its own
services over those of others, although both would
still be accessible to t he user. This could be done in
lots of ways – one set of data packets might be
prioritised over another in return for payment –
‘paid prioritisation’. Anot her approach is to pay the
network provider so as to inﬂuence the retail pricing
structure under which access to services is offered to
end users. For example, t he service provider might
pay t he network provider to ensure that access to its
service was not chargeable to t he user when access
to rival services was – that their services was ‘zero
rated’ when that of rivals was not. This would ensure
the ‘free’ services were more attractive to users.
Aside from concerns about incentives on the part
of service providers, abetted by network providers,
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to engage in such anticompetitive practices, the
folklore of the internet
garage entrepreneur has also
played an important role in
the development of net
neutrality regulation. This
is t he notion that much of
the innovation underpinning the internet’s
development over t he past 20 years can be
attributed to start-up businesses and entrepreneurs
(or people with no commercial motivation at all)
wit h good ideas but no ﬁnancial resources. One of
the reasons is t hat there have been no barriers to
making applications accessible to millions of users
(‘permissionless innovation’). Low barriers mean
that competition is ﬁerce and t hat t he best ideas
win out, driving the internet for ward. If, instead,
service and application providers had to raise
money to buy access to users and obtain an
audience for t heir innovations, the winners are
likely to be the large corporations not t he
entrepreneurs working in their garages or sheds.
Overall, it is argued, innovation would be harmed
by such commercial arrangements.
In addition to concerns that paid prioritisation
would harm competition between service providers,
the FCC was also concerned that it would harm
internet users. This is a more complex argument,
because at ﬁrst sight getting service providers to pay
for better quality or for free access ought to beneﬁ t
end users. However, the FCC argued in the 2010
Order that to make prioritisation of some services
attractive (and so remunerative), network providers
would have a corresponding incentive to degrade
the services offered to the others who were
unwilling or unable to get their services prioritised.
Thus, it was argued, the quality of other services,
and the experience of those using them, might
become poorer and the gap between t hose enjoying
prioritised services and t hose relying on nonprioritised or ‘best efforts’ internet would widen.
Although not developed, a similar argument
could also be applied to zero rating. In t his case,
network operators might have an incentive to raise
the costs of accessing non-prioritised services in
order to persuade more providers to pay t he
network operators so t hat users of t heir services
could avoid them (see also box, page 29).
In the examples given above, discrimination
requires collaboration between a service or
applications provider and a network provider.
The service provider has an incentive to exclude or
ot her wise disadvantage rivals and the network
provider has an incentive to assist t he service
provider in return for payment. But a concern also
arose around 2010 that network providers might
simply begin to charge all service and applications
providers indiscriminately for access to their users.9
This would not necessarily alter t he terms of
competition between service providers (and so may
not violate the FCC’s ‘impact on competition’ test)
but would just represent a transfer from service
providers in general to network operators in
general.
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Many economists argued t hat there was no reason to assume that
requiring one set of customers (the service and applications providers)
to make a greater contribution to t he costs of running the network
would be inefﬁ cient (particularly if it meant that end users paid less
or t he overall quality of t he access networks improved as a result).
However, t he FCC was concerned t hat network providers would always
set charges too high because t hey would fail to take into account the
full impact of such charges on t he service providers who paid them
(some of whom might exit the market as a result). Any attempt to
impose charges of this kind on service or applications provider would
require network operators to be able to credibly threaten to selectively
block or degrade the services of providers who refused to pay. The
no blocking and no unreasonable discrimination rules already
prohibited t his and so no further prohibition on ‘termination charges’
was required.
In 2010 the FCC had said that paid prioritisation would cause
‘signiﬁcant cause for concern’ and it seems clear that such
arrangements would have violated the ‘no unreasonable
discrimination’ standard (and the ‘usage agnostic’ condition). By 2015,
the FCC removed any remaining ambiguity and simply banned paid
prioritisation – deﬁned as ‘favouring some trafﬁc over ot her trafﬁc…in
exchange for consideration (monetar y or other wise)’ or ‘to the beneﬁt
of an afﬁliated party’10 – altoget her.11
Alt hough there is no explicit prohibition of paid prioritisation in
the European text the accompanying press release claims that it has
been banned in Europe too.12 Certainly, t he prohibition of network
management for ‘commercial purposes’ in Europe would make it ver y
difﬁ cult for European network operators to pursue the practice. It may
still be possible for t hem to discriminate between different types of
service or application provider in order to improve t heir own users’
overall internet experience, but it is not clear t hat t hey could receive
payment for doing so (unless the service in question were deemed a
‘specialised service’).

SPECIALISEDSERVICES
The ot her concept to be introduced by t he FCC in 2010 was that of
‘specialised services’ (replaced in the 2015 Order by the term ‘non-BIAS
– broadband internet access service). Again, the FCC declined to deﬁne
‘specialised services’ (I prefer t his term over ‘non-BIAS’), but gave the
examples of VOIP and IP video as being services delivered by the
network broadband provider t hemselves. E-reading, heart rate
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monitors and energy sensing are mentioned
elsewhere in the 2010 Order, while t he 2015 Order
adds ‘automobile telematics and services that
provide schools with curriculum approved
applications and content’.
Specialised services can be considered as a
residual categor y for any access service which does
not meet the FCC’s ‘internet access’ deﬁnition of
providing access to any end point on the internet.
A ‘specialised service’ is not a ‘generic platform’ but
rather somet hing that supports a ver y speciﬁc
application for a speciﬁc purpose. The 2015 Order
adds that they also use ‘some form of network
management to isolate t he capacity used by these
services from t hat used by broadband internet
access services’.
Since specialised services necessarily fall outside
the scope of the net neutrality rules discussed in
this article (which apply only to ‘internet access’
services), we might wonder why anyone needs to
deﬁ ne them. The reason is that t hey share t he same
broadband facilities as those services which depend
on internet access and may compete with them.
The FCC therefore raises the concern that network
providers have incentives to allocate network
resources to support such specialised services at t he
expense of internet access and that the experience
of end users of the internet would deteriorate as a
result. These concerns are similar to those that arise
in relation to paid prioritisation. The FCC is also
concerned that network operators may develop
specialised services, or seek to present services as
such, solely in order to avoid complying with t he
net neutrality rules.
The 2010 Order devoted only three paragraphs
to specialised services, saying t hat the FCC would
monitor developments, would require providers
to disclose how specialised services affect the
performance of internet access and that it expected
any improvements in the performance of specialised
to be accompanied by corresponding improvements
in the performance of internet access (although it
did not say how this relationship might be
speciﬁ ed).
The Order also established a working group to
undertake further work on specialised services. The
last report of t his group was published in 2013,13
before the Order itself was overturned in the courts.
Its contents reveal that little progress was made. The
group found that deﬁning specialised services had
‘proved difﬁ cult’. It suggested that FCC concerns
that specialised services would take shared network
resources away from internet users could be
addressed by setting minimum standards for
internet access performance (as t he Europeans
had provided for in Article 22 of the 2009 universal
service directive) or by establishing some kind of
relative performance requirement (based on
‘quality of user experience’) so that t he gap
between the performance of ‘internet access’ and
that of ‘specialised services’ did not widen to
unacceptable levels.
Despite the lack of clarity in t he US (the FCC had
the opportunity to elaborate on t he issue in the
2015 Order but declined to do so), the Europeans
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adopted a similar concept in their 2015
regulation, alt hough they did not expressly label
them ‘specialised services’. The Europeans deﬁne
them as services t hat are optimised for particular
applications or services (rat her than being generic
platforms) which must not be offered to ‘t he
detriment of t he availability or general quality of
internet access services to end users’. They provide
two examples – ‘some services responding to a
public interest’ and ‘some new machine to machine
communications services’ (but note that no
reference is made to VOIP or IP video).
The Europeans will face t he same challenges as
the Americans in determining how specialised
services are to develop alongside internet access
(assuming that they do develop) wit hout
undesirable results. At one point, the Europeans
considered that the answer to this might be to
require a physically separate network for each
categor y of service. But it was eventually recognised
that this would produce enormous diseconomies of
scope and remove one of the greatest economic
beneﬁ ts of IP, namely t he capacity to offer many
different services and applications over t he same
underlying infrastructure.
The better answer is to allow internet access
and specialised services to co-exist on a shared
infrastructure, but to somehow ration how
resources will be allocated between them. The
European position fails to meet t his challenge
because, in theor y, if resources are allocated to one
side then this must be to the ‘detriment’ of t he
other. This can be t he case even if both sides are
improving. What the European or the American
regulators will do to preserve the quality of
‘internet access’ (and whether they need to do
anyt hing) remains to be seen.
Regulators on both sides of the Atlantic will want
to ensure not only t hat any growth in specialised
services does not degrade the quality of internet
access for other users, but also t hat operators do not
use t he distinction to avoid t he net neutrality rules
by redeﬁning services which should properly be
regarded as internet access as being specialised
services instead. The European law speciﬁ cally asks
national regulators to be alert to this.
Since a specialised service would fall outside the
net neutrality rules (which apply only to internet
access services), an operator could, in theor y,
discriminate between different services and
applications and could charge the service and
applications provider (ie. could implement paid
prioritisation and/or zero rating). In practice, it is
likely that many specialised services will involve
operators working closely with individual
applications and service providers in order to
provide a managed environment which involves
much more than simply the provision of
connectivity over the access network. In such
circumstances, any payments made to the operator
would be likely to reﬂect a range of functions and
attributing payments to ‘prioritisation’ of trafﬁc
(as opposed to ot her functions which would fall
well outside the scope of any net neutrality rules)
may be difﬁcult or impossible.
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W het her sp ecialised serv ices w ould
b e sim ilarly reg ard ed by co m p et it io n
aut ho rit ies rem ains t o b e seen.
Finally it is also important to remember that
network operators will remain subject to general
competition law requirements, some of which may
limit t heir ability to discriminate between users in
the provision of specialised services. Again, t his is
untested, but European operators providing
conventional voice termination services when
delivering trafﬁ c from ot her operators to their end
users have in the past found themselves subject to
actions from competition aut horities.14
Whether the provision of specialised services
would be similarly regarded by competition
aut horities as anot her ‘bottleneck service’ over
which an individual network operator could be said
to exercise market power remains to be seen. As
wit h so many aspects of net neutrality regulation,
we have to await further guidance from regulators
and, inevitably, the courts, before we learn how
these principles are to be applied in practice.
RICHARD FEASEY is an independent consultant and an
associate at Frontier Economics. He has worked for a
variety of global telecoms operators for 25 years. The views
here are personal and attributable only to the author. This
article is adapted from a paper prepared for Vodafone.
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Should policymakers ‘do w hat is right ’ and promote all- bre broadband net works?
Ca t h er in e Mid d l et o n weighs up t he argument s

T

here is consensus that broadband networks are
essen tial enablers of the digital economy, but
m uch less con sensus as to how to actually
de n e broadband or to recognise its essential
features. Wit h out an un derstanding of t he potential
of n ext generation broadband n etworks, it is
dif cult to set policy agendas or sh ape appropriate
regulator y fram eworks to guide future broadband
developm ents. Th is article presen ts a vision for n ext
gen eration broadband an d poses questions as to
wheth er the technologically neu tral stance that
gen erally guides policym aking sh ould be set aside
to actively advance the deploym ent of bre.

Defining broaDbanD
Broadban d networks can be classi ed by speed,
or described in term s of the physical network
characteristics. Differentiation is m ade between rst
gen eration and next gen eration broadband, but
there are differences of opinion as to whether just
improving existing networks is suf cient or
wheth er next generation broadband requires a
complete transition away from copper and cable
networks to all- bre n etworks. There are question s
too about t he role of wireless networks in m eeting
future dem and for broadband, especially as
w w w.iicom .org
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advances are m ade toward t he 5G standard for
m obile com m u nication, but th ese questions are not
addressed in th is article.
The language u sed by policym akers to describe
broadband seem s simple but lacks precision. For
instance, the Australian governm ent is com m itted
to building a ‘ver y fast’ broadband network (one
th at m akes use of a m ix of rst and next generation
technologies), m odifying earlier plans for an
all- bre ‘superfast’ network. The UK is also
en couraging th e developm en t of ‘superfast’
networks (through a m ix of tech nologies) but has
just prom ised to bring ‘fast’ broadband to all.
New Zealan d h as an all- bre ‘ultrafast’ broadband
initiative, while Sin gapore has built an ‘ultra-high
speed’ nationwide bre network. The European
Com m ission’s 2014 ‘Guide to high-speed broadband
investm ent’1 refers to broadband delivered over bre
n etworks just as ‘h igh speed’ next generation
broadband, but Neelie Kroes, form er vice president
of t he European Com m ission, noted in 2013 th at
“Europe n eeds ligh tnin g-speed connectivity”.2
What do these descriptors really m ean?
Usin g speeds to de ne broadban d does not brin g
clarity. The OECD recognises networks offering
advertised download speeds of at least 256 kbps
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as ‘basic’ broadband, but uses ve additional
speed tiers wh en m easuring broadband pen etration.
The top tier includes advertised speeds equal to or
greater than 1 Gbps (gigabit per second, 1 Gbps =
1,000 Mbps), about 4,000 tim es faster than th e basic
broadband tier. Across th e OECD, the m edian
advertised broadband download speed in 2013 was
30 Mbps,3 but research shows that actual download
and u pload speeds are often lower than advertised
speeds, especially wh en services are delivered over
copper-based DSL (digital subscriber line) networks.4
Efforts to de ne broadban d m ay be salient to
policym akers, regulators and academ ics, but for
ordinar y citizens interested in getting onlin e to
access services, th e term inology an d technology
m ay seem con fusin g, an d th e speed m easurem en ts
complex. But broadband is now widely con sidered
to be essential in frastructure, triggerin g efforts on
th e part of regulators an d policym akers to identify
future dem and for broadband and to ensure
ever yone h as access to it.

anTicipaTing ThefuTur eof br oaDbanD
Consu ltations on future broadband needs, such as
th e European Com m ission’s 2015 initiative,5
typically seek to identify applications an d services
th at consum ers m igh t use in future, and ask for
advice on network speeds and characteristics that
will su pport th ese future dem ands. But these
questions are dif cult to answer, and m ore often
th an not predictions about future dem and fail to
anticipate innovative uses that are only possible as
broadband network capacity increases.
Som e recent articles in Intermedia provide insigh ts
on general trends in uencing anticipated dem and
for, an d supply of, broadband. Writing about
regulation in th e telecom s m arket, Brian
William son notes that with voice telephony and
basic broadban d the service and the deliver y
technology were packaged into a single, in separable
product.6 But as the broadban d ecosystem has
evolved, th ere is, or can be, a separation between
th e access network (ie. a consum er’s broadband
network connection) and the services delivered over
th e access network.
As dem an d increases for audio, video and
com m unication services from providers such as
Skype, YouTube, Net ix and Spotify (am ong m any
ot hers), application and service provision is
becom ing a global business. Wit h consumption
shifting to global service providers, broadband
network operators accrue fewer revenues for
services they provide over th eir networks. Dante
Quaglione7 and William son suggest that changing
revenue ows will necessitate n ew business m odels,
so that broadband providers can m onetise t h e
increased usage of th eir networks. William son and
Peter Alexiadis8 also observe th at bre n etworks will
replace older tech nologies, wit h the business of
providing broadban d access becom ing m ore local.
While Sum it Sharm a 9 n otes t h at asym m etries in
technology investm ent cycles can bestow a technical
advantage on broadband providers as they upgrade
th eir networks, Quaglione counters th at such an
advantage is temporar y because over tim e
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competitors will also deploy new tech nology and
m atch service quality. Bot h Sh arm a and Quaglione
suggest that advan tage could be gained th rough
offering differentiated services and through
non-price competition. But in m arkets wh ere service
provision is increasingly disaggregated from
broadband network provision, network operators
m ay nd it dif cult to differentiate th em selves from
their competitors once t hey have all deployed th e
sam e networking technology.
Furt her, as Sharm a notes, dem and for broadband
access is ‘derived’, m eaning that it is the desire for
services that are delivered over broadband n etworks
that actually fuels dem and, rat her than an inherent
desire for a physical broadband connection itself.
It is likely then t hat broadband will becom e a
com m odity. Th e implications of t hese changes in
the broadband m arket are explored below.

Separ aTing conTenTanDneTwor k proviSion
Despite current enth usiasm for bundled services,
there is eviden ce of t he decline of traditional
landline and television
businesses, as con sum ers
eg acy b ro ad b and
ch oose to cut th e cord
f req uent ly rest rict
on pre-packaged services
t he ab ilit y t o access or reduce t heir
consumption.10 Broadband
so m e ap p licat io ns
providers have been acting
and serv ices.
as aggregators of services
(eg. sourcing a range of
television program m ing), but while convenient,
their offerin gs often lack exibility and can be
expensive. Consum ers who want m ore choice in
their applications and services can ful l t h is desire
by sourcing what th ey want from anywhere for
deliver y over t heir broadband links.
However, m odels for broadban d provision ed over
legacy copper or cable networks frequently in volve
restrictions t hat constrain the ability of con sum ers
to access available applications and services. Lim its
of t he networkin g tech nologies m ean t hat copper
(DSL) and cable (hybrid bre coax – HFC) networks
are generally designed to provide upload speeds
that are lower than download speeds (a difference
that is obvious when using cloud services to store,
backup or share les, for instance). Offerings are
often tiered by download speed, with lower capacity
lim its for lower speed packages.
w w w.iicom .org
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To m anage constraints in their networks,
providers ch arge consum ers for exceeding preagreed data transfer lim its, alth ough it is possible
for con sum ers to transfer as m uch data as th ey
want by paying a prem ium for unlim ited access.
Rat h er than en couraging custom ers to use th eir
connections freely, th is approach can cause people
to restrict t heir usage. In deed, custom ers would be
forgiven for t h inkin g th at m any broadband
providers are not particularly interested in th eir
business, given th e in dustr y’s poor reputation for
custom er service11 and business m odels t hat seem
designed to discourage u se of t heir services rath er
th an encourage t hem .
Perh aps tempting fate, incum bent providers
(th ose th at have been offering broadband services
over legacy networks) are calling for regulators to
improve the availability of broadband n etworks by
encouraging competition from new entrants th at
would invest in t heir own network infrastructure.
In a m arket where m any existing broadband
providers h ave not treated th eir custom ers well,
and where custom ers are simply lookin g for th eir
broadband network connection to provide fast,
reliable, abundant access to the m ultitude of
applications and services available online, new
entran ts th at just focus on providing excellent
broadband con nectivity and are com m itted to
custom er service will be strong competitors. In
th is environm ent, it m ay be wise for incum bent
providers to be careful wh at they wish for.

TheTr anSiTion To fibr e
When n ew entrants do invest in broadband
infrastructure, they bu ild bre networks. New
entrants include citizen groups building their own
n etworks to get the service they want in their
com m unities (eg. Broadband for Rural North ,
B4RN, in th e UK, or t he O-Net com m unity network
in Olds, Alberta, Canada). They include bu sinesses
deploying all- bre n etworks to ensure excellent
n etwork quality for their custom ers and to
differentiate their offerings from t h ose of th e
incum bents (examples include Sonic an d Tin g in
th e US, and Hyperoptic in t he UK) or to provide
reliable broadband wh ere it was not previously
available (eg. the UK’s Gigaclear).
Mun icipalities are building bre n etworks
to improve deliver y of m unicipal services
(eg. the bre n etwork in Chattanooga, Ten nessee,
enables its electricity sm art grid and also offers
broadband to ever yone in t h e com m unity) or
speci cally to provide broadban d connectivity
(eg. SandyNet in Sandy, Oregon, or Stokab’s
wholesale n etwork in Sweden ). In t he US, Google is
disrupting local broadband m arkets wh ere it is
rolling out Google Fiber, now available in Kan sas
City, Austin (Texas) and Provo (Utah), and design or
construction is under way in anot her eigh t cities.
Each provider has its own m otivation for rollin g
out bre broadband. Wh ile their busin ess m odels
do differ som ewh at, the com m on alities are striking.
These core ch aracteristics of new entrants’ bre
broadband offerings illustrate what the future of
broadband networks can be, wh en t h ey are
w w w.iico m .org

designed to exploit th e technological capacity of
bre and to m eet consum er dem and for network
connectivity th at provides reliable, high quality
access to any service an d application available today
and in the future. Th e offerings are simple an d
guided by t he principle of abundance, rat her than
constrain t. Many new entrants offer on ly one or
two network con gurations. Th e stan dard offerin g
provides service at the
fastest speed possible
ib re o f f ering s are
on th e network and
sim p le and g uid ed
wit h a sym m etrical
con guration (ie. equal
by t he p rincip le o f
upload and download
ab und ance, rat her
speeds), and typically
t han co nst raint .
operates without any data
transfer lim its. In m ost
instances today, t his m eans t h at t he service offers
gigabit speeds (1 Gbps). Prices are reasonable,
wit h an un lim ited gigabit sym m etrical service
costing £30 per m onth from B4RN, $70 from
Google or Chattanooga’s EPB, $80 from SandyNet,
and $89 from Ting.
Recognising the necessity to upgrade legacy
networks to rem ain competitive, cable network
operators are implem enting th e DOCSIS3.1
standard to deliver gigabit down load speeds on
th eir existing networks. Som e copper network
operators are building out all- bre networks, while
ot hers (including in cum bents BT in t he UK and
Deutsche Telekom in Germ any) are stretchin g th e
life of existing assets by investing in technologies
such as vectoring th at allow faster speeds over
copper networks. While these in vestm ents will
allow in cum bents to compete on network speed in
th e short to m edium term , their existin g business
m odels (featuring complex pricing structures and
relying on bun dled services as a m eans of
differen tiation) m ay not serve t hem well in an
en vironm ent where broadband is simply th e
infrastructure that provides access to online
applications and services.

broaDbanDaSa commoDiTy
A look at ot h er essential infrastructure helps to
illustrate this point. These have evolved over tim e,
but in the developed world using electricity or
water today is a simple m atter. Tu rn on a tap and
water is available. Plug in an appliance and the
electrical system provides power to it. Th ese system s
are high ly reliable, and service is easy to obtain.
Custom ers do not have to choose wheth er they want
regular or super or ultra variants of electricity or
water services. Electricity is simply electricity and
water is simply water.
The system s are engineered for scalability, can
support new uses, and upgrades do not typically
require changes to the ways t hat people engage
wit h the services. As broadband becom es m ore
essential to the economy and ever yday life,
shouldn’t expectations for ease of use and
availability be th e sam e as t hose for water or
electricity? If so, it seem s th at simple,
unconstrain ed, upgradable m odels for broadband
provision will be the preferred ch oice in future.
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broaDbanD: ThenexTgener aTion
My discussion above offers insights in to anticipated
ch anges in th e broadband m arket, but
uncertainties do rem ain about how the future for
broadband networks will evolve. Som e observers
suggest that gigabit speeds are not yet warranted
and t h at techn ological advan ces m ay allow wireless
n etworks to m eet t he needs of m any consum ers,
th ereby reducin g dem an d for xed line
broadband.12 It is noted t hat current usage patterns
(especially given t he dom inance of video downloads
in network traf c today) do n ot require sym m etrical
n etworks and t h at there is lim ited dem and for t he
fastest services offered by bre network providers.
But despite these un certainties, rather th an
reinforcing an environm ent in which t he dom inant
m odel has been to impose lim its, convin ce citizens
th at higher capacity networks are not yet
n ecessar y,13 and generally deny the possibilities of
unfettered access, why not ch allenge regulators and
policym akers to encourage the supply of broadban d
n etworks in ways that can foster in novation and
en able future prosperity?
To do so will require a shift away from th in king
about broadband in term s of m inim um acceptable
speeds in favour of recogn ising th e importance of
building capacity for the future. Operators who
argue t h at there is not yet a busin ess case to roll out
future-proof n etworks should consider what is
m otivating the compan ies, com m unities and local
and n ational governm ents that are building their
own bre. Th ere are viable m odels, today, for bre
to the hom e service, m odels in which t he prim ar y
busin ess is network provision and the product on
offer is a fast, sym m etrical and unlim ited
connection to the onlin e world.
While incum ben t operators are resistin g
regulatory efforts that would require them to allow
ot her providers to deliver services over their n ewly
built bre n etworks, other companies (eg. CityFibre
in the UK) are building t heir businesses by
recognisin g th e value of encouraging m ore traf c
onto th eir networks as a m eans of increasin g
revenue. Incum bent operators argue th at
m an dating access to t heir bre n etworks will
reduce their incentives to invest in new
infrastructure. Rather th an offering wholesale
access to competitors, in cum ben ts state that they
would have a stronger incentive to invest if th eir
competitors bu ilt t h eir own networks.
But as the value for t he consum er is in access to
a wide array of services and applications from a
m ultitude of providers, rath er t han in the n etwork
itself, th e prin ciple t h at competition and choice
arise th rough t h e deploym ent of m ultiple physical
n etworks loses its curren cy. As all network providers
m ust n d ways to m onetise traf c ows over th eir
n etworks, en couraging a proliferation of networks
over which traf c ows are distributed m ay not be
an optim al approach.
The transition away from constrained legacy
broadband to a n ew futu re-proof environm en t
offering abun dan t, simple, reliable connectivity will
take tim e. Legacy broadband services were deployed
on networks th at were already physically connected
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sing le b re net w o rk can b e d ep loyed
in a reg io n and o p ened t o any p art y
int erest ed in p rov id ing a serv ice over it .
to con sum er prem ises, whereas extending bre ever ywh ere requires
extensive new construction. There are m any bre deploym ents
under way or in the plann ing stages, but m ost are serving discrete local
areas (the exceptions are national broadban d network deploym ents,
such as in New Zealand and Singapore, and large-scale deploym ents
from incum bent operators, which to date are m ore likely to be
announced than actually under way).
Today, the vast m ajority of broadband connections in OECD countries
are provided by incum bent operators usin g legacy broadband
networks.14 Unless or until they are challenged by competitors, the
incu m bents will be slow to invest in network upgrades. Nevertheless,
the shift toward acquiring applications and services from global
providers coupled with the em ergence of viable business m odels to
provide reliable, high quality abundant access over com m odity bre
networks will de ne t he next generation of broadband connectivity.
The n ext generation will be both technically and com m ercially distinct
from t he legacy rst generation initially deployed in the late 1990s.
Market developm ents to date dem on strate that there are business
cases to build bre networks in m any locations, with providers
choosing to open t heir networks to competitors to increase their
reven ues from network operation s. However, as deploym ents are often
on a local level, it would be bene cial for policym akers to consider
strategies to ensure un iversal access to next generation broadband.
As was t he case with legacy broadband, a key challenge will be to
determ ine h ow to exten d service to areas where no providers are
willing to invest. Rath er t han tr ying to encourage competing providers
to roll out infrastructure though , a single bre network can be
deployed in a region an d opened to any party interested in providing a
service over it.
Although policym akers and regu lators have been prom oting the
developm ent of competin g facilities to advan ce n ext generation
broadband deploym ents, approach es that encourage co-investm ent
m ay be m ore appropriate if the network itself is a com m odity.
Tech nological n eutrality discourages policy approach es t hat favour
on e technology over anot h er. But given th e importance of ensuring
high quality broadband is rolled out across entire n ations, sh ould
consideration be given to explicitly en cou raging th e shift from legacy
to bre networks? Sh ould policym akers abandon efforts to de ne
m inim um acceptable speeds for n ext generation broadband, in favour
of encouraging m odels that simply offer the fastest possible speeds and
allow access to th e full capacity of bre networks? Is it tim e for a
change in thinking about how broadband is conceptualised to m ove
from the constrain ts of rst generation broadband to a m odel of
abundance now possible with wide deploym ent of all- bre n etworks?
Cat h er in e Mid d l et o n is Canada Research Chair in Communication
Technologies in the Information Society at the Ted Rogers School of
Management, Ryerson University, Canada.
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VOYAGE OF
DISCOVERY

JEAN-PIERRE BLAIS report s from Canada on ‘discoverabilit y’ and t he paradox
of ﬁnding good television content in an age of seeming abundance

W

hat’s on? Until ver y recently, the answer to
that question – the television viewer’s
nightly dilemma – was simply resolved. A
quick scan through the channels or a few
moments spent leaﬁng through the television guide
of a daily newspaper revealed ever yt hing the
average TV watcher needed to know about the next
few hours of his or her evening.
The viewer’s nightly dilemma is now much more
complicated. Given the abundance of audiovisual
content t hat exists on conventional and digital
media, viewers can watch virtually anything they
want at any time t hey want and on any device they
want. This fact presents an interesting problem for
viewers: What should I choose? And how do I ﬁnd
it? The viewer’s dilemma becomes t he challenge of
creators and distributors of audiovisual content.

LET’STALKTV
The Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) has had
its eye on the challenge of discoverability since we
launched Let’s Talk TV: A Conversation wit h
Canadians in 2013. During our year-plus
consideration of what Canadians watch on TV and
how t hey consume such content (as well as a host of

Expertsdebate
discoverabiltyat
oneof the CRTC’s
‘pre-events’

ot her matters relating to the production and
distribution of such content and services), we came
to a number of important realisations about the
television industr y here in Canada and beyond.
The ﬁ rst is that linear broadcast television, wit h
its deﬁned daytime, primetime and late-night
viewing slots, is a medium under siege. The
adoption of digital recording devices in households
worldwide has all but eliminated the need for the
viewer to arrange his or her schedule around a
broadcaster’s timing. At the touch of a button, or
through their service providers’ on-demand
applications, viewers can unchain themselves from
the broadcaster’s schedule and watch t heir favourite
shows at their convenience.
The second is t hat the concept of television
itself is now nearly impossible to deﬁne. The 1950s
notion of a device in t he corner of the living room
around which the family gathered ever y night is
antiquated. To an increasing number of viewers –
and importantly, an increasing number of young
viewers – television is something t hat can also be
watched on a computer screen, a tablet device or a
mobile phone and at the bus stop, in the librar y or
even at work.
The CRTC publishes its Communications
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2015 report – an annual study of consumer habits
and expectations across the changing television
landscape – is that half of consumers worldwide
who watch even linear television say they are
unable to ﬁnd anything to watch on a daily basis.
This ﬁgure is assuredly higher among those not
guided by broadcasters. The irony of t his new age
of television distribution and abundant content is
that never before has t here been so much content
not to be found.

THECHALLENGEOFCURATION
Monitoring Report – a study of trends and
developments among Canada’s telecoms and
broadcast industries – annually. Our most recent
edition reveals t hat Canadians aged 18 to 34 spent
less than half the number of hours watching
conventional television t han did t hose aged 65 and
over. It also showed that ever greater numbers of
these young Canadians are turning to the internet
to ﬁnd content. They watched about 42% more
hours of content online than t hey did a the year
before, while 8% reported watching content online
only. Change is afoot. Big change.
The t hird realisation is that t he idea of
programming itself is evolving. Programmes of t he
30- or 60-minute variety may be t he norm among
traditional viewers, but those who live t heir lives on
the internet experience content in different ways.
Wit h the support of the Canada Media Fund, young
Canadian creators are leading t he world in the
production and dissemination of ‘webisodes’ and
ot her web-ﬁrst content.
Vines, YouTube videos and Periscope feeds have
turned anyone with a video recorder into a content
producer, and none has been bound by the
conventional ideas of time slots, commercial
breaks and duration. What could be simpler, more
engaging and more real-life than the simple
mantra, ‘record, share, repeat’?
The ﬁ nal realisation, which is the sum of the
ﬁ rst three, and the catalyst for the challenge of
discoverability, is that the role of conventional
broadcasters has changed. As viewers watch what
they want, when t hey want and on t he devices they
want, they no longer need to rely on broadcasters to
deliver t heir favourite content. Broadcasters are no
longer viewers’ principal intermediaries and
content curators. They have been disintermediated.

ABUNDANT, SOMETIMESOVERWHELMING, CHOICE
Some claim that the end of the broadcaster as
content gatekeeper is a good thing. Rigid broadcast
timeslots, annoying commercials and
incomprehensible content distribution rights issues,
they say, are hallmarks of a bygone age. ‘Give me
what I want when I want it’ is t he rallying cr y of
those who espouse this me-ﬁrst attitude.
Ot hers believe that this sea of choice comes with
a cost. Without a broadcast schedule, and its
pre-determined choices, to whom does the viewer
turn for direction on where to discover watchworthy, relevant content? One of the more telling
ﬁ ndings of the Ericsson ConsumerLab TV and Media
36 Int erMEDIA | A p ril 20 16 Vol 4 4 Issue 1

Part of the solution to the discoverability challenge
Jean-PierreBlais,
– ﬁnding somet hing compelling to watch, in other
CRTCchair, addressing
words – lies inside viewers’ social circles. Talk
theMontreal
among friends at the bus stop or colleagues around
pre-event
the ofﬁce water cooler about this programme or
that has always shaped viewers’ watching habits
(doubtless it will continue to). Part also extends to
trusted sources outside an individual’s social circles.
The opinions of t he newspaper television critic has
a role to play. But even he or she can’t possibly
assess t he thousands of hours of content relentlessly
being produced at home and abroad. Marketing
dollars spent on billboard adverts and guest
appearances on syndicated talk shows also play a
role. Beyond these, however, the viewer’s options are
less clear.
Those that distribute content aim to solve the
challenge of discoverability in one of two ways.
A number of established
streaming video-onIn a b o rd erless
demand services rely on
d ig it al w o rld ,
algorithms to recommend
d iscoverab ilit y
content. The more the
viewer watches, the better
b eco m es t he next
the proﬁ le of his or her
challeng e.
habits and preferences
the system builds, and the
more appropriate the recommendations it makes.
Or so the logic holds.
Even such scientiﬁcally advanced models do not
always bear appealing fruit, however. Ericsson
again reveals t hat viewers feel as though t he
recommendation features that come from their
streaming services are not smart enough or
personal enough to be effective. Indeed, as many as
62% of consumers aged 25 to 34 report having a
harder time than ever ﬁ nding good content today –
even wit h t he best computer scientists helping
them along. And one should also not forget that the
best algorithms rely on excellent coding, metadata
and the modern approaches to librar y sciences.
The alternative to algorithms is to offer a more
human approach to discoverability. Content
curation aims to recommend programmes to watch
based on human contact and analysis. Some services
are offering fresh, interesting content to niche
audiences – content chosen by a team of tastemakers who make choices based on t he
demographics and interests of t heir viewers.
Such models – algorithms and curation – it
should be noted, need not compete wit h one
another. Neither approach has yet been found to be
better or worse. They are simply different.
w w w.iicom .org
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And perhaps other approaches will emerge in the
coming years. Already, music streaming services are
experimenting with technology t hat recommends
songs based on a listener’s mood or the time of day.

THEDISCOVERABILITYCHALLENGE
In pure economic terms, the challenge of
discoverability is a market inefﬁ ciency. It prevents
consumers (viewers) and suppliers (producers) from
realising the most efﬁcient supply and demand
relationship. Products (programmes – and the
money spent to create them) can be wasted as a
result. Discoverability matters from a public policy
point of view, too. Canada produces a tremendous
quantity of audiovisual material: ﬁlm, television
and movies. For years, the CRTC relied on
regulations to carve out a place for Canadian-made
content. It was, some would say, a protectionist
approach. We dictated the terms by which a
production was considered Canadian, and we
mandated t he number of hours of made-in-Canada
programming each Canadian broadcaster was
required to air.
Such approaches worked well in the age of linear
television. Yet like so many hallmarks of the past
era, t hey became less effective as disruptive
technologies emerged. Quotas in particular revealed
themselves to be outdated in the viewer-centric,
on-demand age of abundance. In our Let’s Talk TV
decisions, we emphasised t he creation and
promotion of content. We took the bold step of
reducing broadcast quotas. We also relaxed t he
rules by which we agreed to certify productions as
Canadian. In a borderless digital world, where
content is abundant, discoverability becomes the
next challenge.
Our countr y has a proud tradition of funding and
producing excellent audiovisual content. These are
programmes that stand up against the best the
world has to offer. But ﬁ nding t hese shows and
movies is difﬁcult in a crowded market. It is doubly
challenging in an era of disintermediated content
consumption.

CALLINGONEXPERTSANDTHOUGHTLEADERS
Just as discoverability is a challenge felt by many
jurisdictions, it is also one felt by many industries.
It is a regular problem, for example, for consumers,
producers and distributors of books, music and
retail goods. The scope of, and solutions to, t his
problem varies with each industr y, of course.
But the fact remains: disintermediation in the
markets for any product or service has created
an environment whereby it is more difﬁcult for
creators and viewers to connect.
The instinct to ﬁ nd a solution t hrough regulation
may be hard for some to resist. Regulators exist to
regulate, after all. At the CRTC, however, we are
taking a different path. From our perspective, the
challenge of discoverability cannot be solved by
regulators in their ivor y towers. Nor should it be.
As part of the series of decisions that emerged
from our Let’s Talk TV consultation, we promised to
convene a summit on discoverability. Scheduled for
May 2016, and held in collaboration with the
w w w.iico m .org

The inst inct t o ﬁ nd
a so lut ion t hro ug h
reg ulat ion m ay
b e hard f or so m e
t o resist .

National Film Board of
Canada, the summit will
bring together innovators
and thought leaders from
across t he public and
private sectors here in
Canada and abroad to
foster new thinking about t he tools and methods
that can better connect viewers and producers.
We launched t he discussion with two preliminar y
summit events in December. Entitled ‘En route to
the Discoverability Summit: Content in the age of
abundance’, the sessions touched on the challenge
of discoverability and introduced ideas that will
serve as a springboard for a fuller, more substantive
discussion this year. They revealed some of the
materials to be explored and approaches suggested
at t he summit. They also helped to stimulate the
discoverability conversation among t he public at
large and create a greater appreciation of the issue
among Canadians.
The solution to this challenge can and should be
revealed by leading thinkers in t heir respective
ﬁ elds. This is why we will have invited a host of
experts – public policymakers, engineers, scientists,
psychologists and academics among them – to
discuss for ward-looking approaches to discovering
content in the age of abundance. The summit will
be a forum for learning and creative discussion and
an opportunity to generate momentum with
respect to new strategies, tools and approaches.
The summit will also feature a youth conference
that will bring toget her teenagers between the ages
of 14 to 18. We need to hear from t hem about how
and where they discover content. It will also be an
opportunity to discuss digital and media literacy.

FOSTERINGADIALOGUE
It is perhaps true t hat t he problem of discoverability
may never affect ever y television viewer. For the
foreseeable future, a segment of the population will
gravitate toward the conventional, linear model of
television consumption in which the broadcaster
plays a profound intermediar y role.
Yet for ot hers, the challenge is ver y much in t he
here and now. Over the next decade, more and more
viewers will migrate from linear to on-demand
consumption models. They will want greater
control over the content they watch and will seek
new and innovative ways to do so. This shift in
consumer behaviour has already begun.
The challenge of discoverability is to provide more
opportunities for viewers to discover content on
multiple platforms. How can they discover content
that interests t hem and is relevant to t hem? How
can quality or niche programmes ﬁnd an audience
in a sea of digital content and streaming services?
How can producers adapt and be successful in that
global market? The CRTC aims to foster a dialogue
that will meet these challenges. Stay tuned.
JEAN-PIERRE BLAIS is chair of the Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission. The Discoverability Summit t akes place on
10 -11May in Toronto, and follows ‘pre-event s’ in Montreal and Vancouver in
December 20 15. See discoverability.ca
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In the second part of his art icle on dealing w it h disrupt ion, CHRIS CHA PMA N,
t he new president of t he IIC and ex-chair of Australia’s ACMA, discusses t he
pace of change and how regulators can adapt to t his challenging climate

A

signiﬁcant additional element of digital
disruption, whether in t he media and
communications world or the ‘real’ world of
things and t he transactions of daily life, is
that it does not stand still. The internet is no longer
just ‘the change’, it is itself a dynamic arena of
change. As well as disrupting established ‘of ﬂine’
business, it increasingly ‘eats its own’. Think about
how quickly Facebook decimated the previously
dominant internet mail and messenger products
and now it has moved increasingly into television
and newspaper territor y, to become the go-to
platform to obtain, share and discuss news and
current affairs for many.
Recently t he Pew Research Center report found
30% of those in the US get at least some of their
news from Facebook. Facebook already drives some
16% of the New York Times’ trafﬁc. National Geographic
gets about 25% of its trafﬁ c from the social network.
Buzzfeed gets even more of its trafﬁc from Facebook,
and approximately 75% of its trafﬁ c is generated
through social media.
And now it seems Facebook has moved even
deeper into the media business when last year it
38 Int erMEDIA | A p ril 20 16 Vol 4 4 Issue 1

launched Instant Articles, which allows publishers
to host content on the world’s biggest social network.
The move has been t he subject of debate in the
news industr y, some arguing it can help struggling
media groups, and others that news organisations
will lose control of t heir content to the social
network. There are t hose who suggest we’re moving
to a social network-hosted web, that social media
platforms are essentially disrupting the news
distribution role of websites, just as they have
previously disrupted the newspaper world.
For another deep disruption, think about Uber
and the potential for driverless cars1 – a poster
child example of t he internet of things (IoT) that
intersects with its current business model. The
potential scale of the disruption is neatly expressed
by the Economist: “ …self-driving vehicles that can be
summoned and dismissed at will could do more than make
driving easier: they promise to overturn many industries
and redeﬁne urban life”.
While t hese vehicles could be furt her away than
the boosters imagine, a successful implementation
of such an innovation would conﬁ rm the spread of
the digital disruption dynamic even further into
w w w.iicom .o rg
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the ‘real world’ with each innovation and cluster
of technologies rapidly consuming the previous
disruptor. Such a development would depend
heavily on highly reliable, secure and low-latency
communications networks running on interferencefree spectrum, a space in which t he ACMA
(Australian Communications and Media Authority)
and other spectrum regulators around the world
have a clear role and which is starting to be
explored in Australia.
Rio Tinto, t he international mining company, is
in an industr y emblematic of Australia and has
made a major commitment to build regional
wireless broadband networks enabling integrated
machine to machine (M2M) operations, including
autonomous vehicles. Rio sees mobility and
analytics opportunities for its Pilbara mines, rail
and ports, all controlled from a single operations
centre 1,500 km away in Perth. I am also struck by
the Australian ﬁrm Taggle and its application of
RFID style M2M technologies to cattle farming –
another quintessentially Australian industr y.
Such low power wide area network (LPWAN)
technology is seen by many as a missing link in data
collection for IoT. Not only does it have applications
in agriculture but also in utilities such as electricity,
gas, water and sewer network monitoring.
Achieving a low unit acquisition, implementation
and operation cost for devices will be important to
this and ot her emerging IoT markets. It will need
globally harmonised standards and spectrum bands
that allow economies of scale to develop and assist
in achieving a low unit cost, and minimising the
cost of using spectrum will be critical.

ADJUSTINGTODISRUPTION
Such technology advances, disruptive as t hey might
be, should in the end generate enormous welfare
gains. Yet t he adjustment period could be difﬁcult.
The Institute for the Future in a report titled
‘Future work skills 2020’2 features t he rise of smart
machines and systems as the second of six drivers
that emerged as t he most important and relevant to
future work skills. They suggest:
“We are on the cusp of a major transformation in our
relationships with our tools. Over the next decade, new
smart machines will enter ofﬁces, factories, and homes in
numbers we have never seen before. They will become
integral to production, teaching, combat, medicine, security,
and virtually every domain of our lives.”
One of t he foundations for this transformation
will be the impact of big data. With t he coming of
the ICT digital revolution, the world started to
operate at ‘software’ speed. But what is now
occurring is t hat this has been accelerated by t he
application of algorit hms to big datasets – the data
is capable of ‘training’ the algorithms much more
quickly and intensely than software could be
aut hored and tested. An IBM computer scientist,
Dharmendra Modha, who leads the ﬁrm’s cognitive
computing group, gives us another view of IoT:
“Instead of bringing data to computation as we do today,
we can now bring computation to data. Sensors become the
computer, and it opens up a new way to use computer chips
that can be everywhere.”
w w w.iicom .org

So now the rate of change is moving at ‘data’
speed. This scope and scale of change might well
also give us pause to stop and t hink about what
it will actually mean to be a ‘communications’
regulator. In the end, it might be suggested that
the main risk to advanced economies may not be
that the pace of innovation is too slow, but that
institutions have become too rigid to accommodate
truly revolutionar y changes. As Catherine
Livingstone, chair of Telstra, has said:
“No business model is immune from impact. This applies
also to ‘country’ business models. My contention is that,
given the disruption of a hyper-connected world, many of
our policy settings are simply not ﬁt for purpose. They have
exceeded their design tolerance limits.”
Of course we cannot really know with certainty
what shape a future regulator should assume
– however, such a thought experiment certainly
reinforces the desirability of taking a long hard look
at t he current regulator y arrangements and of
seeking to modernise t hem and make them as
‘ﬁ t for purpose’ as possible. Kai Riemer, associate
professor at the Digital Disruption Research Group
at Sydney University Business School, explains that
when incumbents face disruption their solid,
well-built structures make it hard to innovate and
change, an aspect in which startups prove to have a
ﬂ exibility t hat incumbents don’t.3
Australian communications and digital
information industries have demonstrated
signiﬁcant capacity to lead and respond to change.
Australian consumers have also shown a similar
appetite for embracing new technologies.
How quickly Australia can complete this
transformational change and realise the beneﬁts
from the emerging IoT environment will also
depend to a greater or lesser extent on the existence
of appropriate regulator y settings, action and
oversight to support and
facilitate these
Reg ulat o rs are also
developments.
incum b ent s in t he
Many of the building
m arket o r sect or
blocks to support mass
f o r w hich t hey have connectivity are in place.
However, the ACMA
resp o nsib ilit y.
observes t hat industr y
segments and sectors,
along with individual consumers and citizens, are
at different stages in the transition to a highly
connected world of an internet-enabled ever ything.
Identifying where there are blocks to innovation, or
where conﬁdence in undertaking new activities
needs bolstering, will be important in informing
the design of any future interventions so t hat
Australia can derive maximum beneﬁt from a
hyper-connected environment.
Regulators are also incumbents in the market
or sector for which they have responsibility – and so
also have legacy challenges. And yet the times
demand the innovation and responsiveness of
startups. My proposition is that it is equally so for
the regulator. It is not as if the disrupted future is
likely to be a completely regulation free zone –
importantly, regulator y intervention can
increasingly be a key market enabler.
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This point is well-made in t he report from the
McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) in a comprehensive
assessment of IoT that examines its impact across
nine environments: homes, ofﬁ ces, factories,
worksites (mining, oil and gas, and construction),
retail environments, cities, vehicles, and the
outdoors.4 MGI notes that:
“…policymakers and governments will have to ensure
that these new systems are safe and that IoT data is not
being stolen or abused. They can help to balance the needs
for privacy and protection of private data and intellectual
property with the demands of national security. With vital
infrastructure connected to the internet, security threats
will multiply, which governments will need to address.
Policymakers also have an important role in enabling IoT
by leading and encouraging standards that will make
interoperability and widespread adoption possible.”
Commentar y on the paper, ‘Borges’ map:
Navigating a world of digital disruption’ (written
by Philip Evans and Patrick Forth at t he Boston
Consulting Group)5 notes that “Government has the
capacity and scale to be [a] natural player at the platform
level, but this requires a very different view of how agencies
currently think about their role.” 6
Consistent with t his (and many ot her
perspectives), it will be vitally important to assess
whether regulators have t he right toolkit of powers,
as well as functions, to operate in an environment
of ‘disruptive forces’. Kim Williams, a long-standing
senior media and communications executive in
Australia recently suggested:7
“Australia is not managing the change at all well …the
world is not changing, it has changed. Those who ignore
that change are destined to fail. Fragmentation in all things
will accelerate and the outcomes will be unpredictable. The
only certainty will be the relentlessness in innovation and
necessity, and inevitability, for transformational change
depending on your position and perspective. The messy
impact had only just begun. This will require innovation
like never before.”
As t he changing world of digitisation,
convergence and networking has put signiﬁ cant
elements of our legislative landscape under obvious
strain, the ACMA has come up with the term
‘broken concepts’. We have been confronted with
both novel forms to which traditional regulator y
approaches seem not to relate to at all well (for
example social media) and the disappearance of
some t hings that have been central to traditional
approaches (the notion of ‘the boundar y’ of a
telecoms network, for instance).
As t he regulator we have acted as a bridge
between the ‘broken concepts’ and what continues
to matter on an enduring basis, and the evolving
connectivity of the networked society. We have
adapted existing tools to new purposes, extending
our reach into t he market using communications
and facilitation techniques, while practising
forbearance and regulator y discretion where
possible. We have sought to operationalise, through
organisational agility and ﬂexibility, ‘ﬁ t for purpose’
regulatory interventions to suit the times.
A key feature of our transition t hinking has been
to recognise the increasing necessity to rely on
non-regulator y interventions to solve contemporar y
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media and communications issues, seeking to use innovative
approaches to communicate with stakeholders, adopt better practice
strategies and facilitate industr y-led outcomes. In our ‘Reconnecting
the customer’ 8 inquir y into telecoms customer service for instance, we
paid particular attention to t he insights to be gained from behavioural
economics. From that experience, we feel that t his behavioural aspect
to regulation (sometimes called ‘nudge’ thinking) is an innovative
approach that is worth exploring from the applied and operational
perspective of designing policies and/or interventions t hat can
encourage and support people to make better choices.
The ACMA also has a deep interest in t he effective operation of
industr y self- and co-regulator y arrangements. We have actively
worked with industr y to furt her extend such regulation, since we see
this as an important avenue to encourage t he use of non-regulator y
approaches which can provide ﬂexible solutions, rather than reverting
to t he use of traditional regulator y tools and imposition of new
regulator y obligations.
However, we have an increasing sense that these ‘work around’
mechanisms will and are themselves coming under strain, as t he gap
between the legacy legislative architecture and t he complex networked
environment that now characterises media and communications
continues to widen. It is our view that Australians collectively need to
understand that, increasingly, one-size regulator y solutions no longer
ﬁt all.

DEEPERCHALLENGESTOCOME
While we can perhaps think about and plan for a ten-year horizon
as a reasonable time period in which to design institutional
arrangements appropriate for a sectoral regulator, a different
timeframe, particularly a longer one, might suggest or even demand
alternative arrangements. Furt her, and this point needs to be
constantly made, t he various elements of change among industr y
layers of devices, networks, services and content, and enduring
consumer and citizen issues, are not occurring in a synchronised way
or at a uniform pace. And, again taking a longer term view, the level
of digital disruption across so many markets makes it increasingly
difﬁ cult to actually deﬁ ne ‘the sector’ (and, therefore, its boundaries)
as networked digital communications pervade all elements of t he
economy. This will likely confront communications and media
regulation with a much deeper challenge than convergence and
network issues have so far raised to date.
This observation has been t he impulse behind the t hree ‘tent-pole’
thought leadership pieces9 which have been published by the ACMA to
frame the question of t he future of regulation in communications and
media, namely:
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1 Broken concepts, originally published in August
2011, updated in 2013 – that analysed the currency
of t he key underpinning legislative concepts of
regulation
2 Enduri ng concept s, published in November 2011
that looked at the enduring public interest
outcomes from media and communications
regulation and asked whether these outcomes could
be delivered more efﬁciently in different ways
3 Connected citizens, released in June 2013 that
explored the use of regulator y powers wit h a
particular focus on communication, facilitation and
regulator y powers available.
Taken together, and combined wit h the most
recent update of the occasional paper, ‘Optimal
conditions for effective self- and co-regulator y
arrangements’,10 these frame t he view t hat it is
indeed time to consider t he regulator y framework
for media and communications.
In the ‘Enduring concepts’ work in particular, we
focused on a number of elements that we believe
will play into t he development of regulator y
responses to the broadband-enabled networked
society. These are ideas, or expectations of public
interest outcomes, which we consider have been
and will remain important to the shape of the
media and communications environment and
signal how it should be approached in a legislative
and regulator y sense. There are 16 of these
‘enduring concepts’ (grouped under four broad
categories) t hat generally describe where
interventions are or can be directed:
1 The categor y of ‘market standards’ links toget her
those concepts related to industr y structure and
market behaviours. The concepts here are
competition, quality, redress (for complaints) and
efﬁciency.
2 ‘Social and economic participation’ as a categor y
includes concepts t hat examine t he basis for
individual and community participation in
communications and media. The concepts in t his
categor y are access, conﬁ dence (in policy) and
digital citizenship.
3 The ‘cultural values’ categor y explores community
expectations of standards to be adhered to in media
and communications. This covers diversity of voices,
Australian identity, community values, localism and
ethical standards.
4 ‘Safeguards’ is a categor y that includes individual,
community and national interest protections. It
covers protection of the public and children, data
handing and Australia’s national interest.
We (being, collectively, government policy
makers, industr y players, citizens, consumers and
the independent regulators) need a legislative
framework that helps regulators such as t he ACMA
to actually meet the challenge of crafting and
implementing tailor-made, ﬁt for purpose,
increasingly light-touch interventions t hat can
move in timeframes to match the pace wit h which
the regulated (and increasingly, t he non-regulated)
industries are moving.
A critical practical design challenge for a futurefocused agency will be to ensure the regulator’s
institutional arrangements are capable of bot h
w w w.iicom .org

It is increasing ly d if ﬁ cult t o clearly
d elineat e m at t ers t hat are ap p ro p riat ely
t he f o cus of a co m m unicat io ns reg ulat o r.
accommodating developments driven by t he general purpose nature
of internet-enabled communications and content and managing a
transition period under which existing legislative structures remain
in place.
So, identifying the appropriate remit for a digital communications
regulator involves a number of challenges:
l First, it is increasingly difﬁcult to clearly delineate those matters
that are appropriately t he focus of a communications regulator, as t he
networks and services delivered over them become more embedded as
inputs into the economy as a whole, alongside existing telecoms and
media services.
l Second, t he rapidly changing nature of the media and
communications sector has shown t hat issues of public policy concern
are likely to arise in unanticipated ways. A future-focused regulator
would ideally have t he capacity to respond ﬂexibly and quickly to
issues within a remit that is not structured solely around its existing
regulator y interventions.
l Third, because of the ongoing demise of market or sectoral
boundaries, any institutional arrangement will create a set of boundar y
issues with other bodies having (or discovering, or being ‘thrown into’)
overlapping or closely related roles. Managing these boundar y issues
(and communicating to all stakeholders the transparency of that
management) will be important in delivering effective regulation. Such
arrangements can include creating concurrent jurisdiction in relation
to speciﬁc legislation, formal memorandums to ensure efﬁcient and
coordinated action, and ongoing, informal communication between
relevant agencies. Given the scale and speed of change, it is unlikely
that boundar y issues can be solved by legislative action: as one gap or
overlap is eliminated, anot her will arise. Flexibility to deal with issues
as they arise is an inevitable solution.
Any rebalancing of focus within t he regulator y framework to
support mass connectivity does not require ever y intervention to be a
regulator y one, but it will require detailed analysis of where the
appropriate future balance lies between direct regulation, industr y
co- and self-regulation and non-regulator y responses.
Because novel technological forms and commercial constructs will
no doubt emerge to challenge any amended regulator y structure, and
one cannot predict wit h a high degree of certainty what the likely
future areas of harm or problems will be, it will be important t hat any
revised regulator y design provides ﬂexible powers of intervention to
allow new responses, while also reprioritising by ceasing activity in
areas t hat pose reduced risks over time.
Perhaps the only promise of t he broadband-enabled world, hurtling
towards the internet of ever ything, is that just when you think you
have ‘got it’, someone, somewhere in our globally networked world will
have a disruptive idea that will shortly mean you don’t ‘get it’ anymore
– in my experience that applies to regulators as much as anyone.
CHRIS CHAPMAN was the inaugural chair of the Australian Communications
and Media Authority (ACMA), and stepped down from the role in February
after ten years in post. He is now president of the IIC.
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